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INEQUALITIES IN. THE EDUC4TIONAL EXPERI-
ENCES OF BLACK AND WHITE AMERICANS

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
ASR FORCE ON HUMAN RESOURCES,

COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET,
Washington, D.C.

The task force met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room 210,
NCannon House Office Building, Hon. Parren J. Mitchell, chairman,
presiding.

Mr. MITCHELL. This hearing will now come to order.
Before proceeding to the formal part of the hearing, I want to

make two brief announcements.:
First,' I want to welcome those persona in the field of education

who are sitting in on these hearings. Some of these persons, in the
Washington area, have worked very well with the Congressional
Black Caucus Brain Trust on Education, and I appreciate your
attendance here this morning.

The second announcement; the \ House, God bless it, will go into
session 'at 10 o'clock, which means we will probably have interNp-
tions, . ;.

I really do not think that it is ve6f, important that I cast a- vote
whether or not the House should dissolve itself into the Committee
efithe Whole. I think that is silly; however, when we have recorded
Votes, I must record my vote.

hope that other members of the task force will be joining us.
This is a most difficult time for the Congress as-we proCeed toward
an adjquinment sine die, which is anticipated around October 13.
Members are stretched over various hearings, bid I do anticipate'
that there will be other members joining us this morning.

In America as elsewhere; education remains the basis for equali-
ty of opportunity for, the individual. As, such, educational excel-
lence is .consistent with American ideals regarding the improve-
ment of society. In part, as an outgrowth of this ideal, the Supreme
Court in its 1954 decision; Brown V. Board of Education, city of
Topeka, Kans., delineated a framework to' end school segregation.
Presumably, desegregation of schools meant that one of the major
impediments to quality in education for blacks had been eliminated
.and, thus,. improvemnts in the standard of living of black Amen-.
cans- would be, forthcoming. While there has been some progress in
the educational attainment and achievement of blacks, we nonethe-
less continue to experience inequalities in our educational exPeri-
ence and, consequently; we receive lower incomes and earnings
than do whites.
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At an earlier heaang, it was revealed that although blacks com-
prise about 11 percent of the total population, we make up more
thah one-quarter-27.2 percentof the 1-year poor and two-fifths--
44.5 percent--of the 9-year poor based on income before taxes 'and
income transfers. And if one considers income from all sources, the
black-white differences are even more pronounced-41.3 percent of
the 1-year poor are black but if we look at in poverty over a 9-year
period, 77' percent are black.

The experience of blacks in education unfortunately does not
vary significantly from the experience of blacks with respect to
income. Black students continue to have lower rates of achieve-
ment than do white students. Fewer black students graduate from
high school, more black children are functionally illiterate, and
fewer attend college and graduate school. Ironically, inequalities in
the educational experiences of black and white Americans persist
because of a variety of factorsdifferent school resources, segre-
gated schooling, and the inappropriateness of standard programs
for many black students. ,

However, if we are to improve the economic status of blacks,
then it is undeniable that we must eliminate the educational dis-
parities that exist between white and black Americans. The pur-
pose of today's hearing .iii to examine blk/white education dis-
parities and the significant 'contributing, factors; the specific meth-
ods and programs which have produced positive results in educat-
ing' low-income "and black students, and how public policy and

. funding can be best directed toward eliminating the black/white
education gap.

I am delighted to welcome Dr. Ronald R. Edmonds, lecturer and
research associate, arvard University, and senior assistant to the
chancellbr for instru tion, New York City Public Schools; Dr. Paul
T. Hill, senior social cientid with the Rand Corp., and of course
Dr. Kenneth S. Tolle , director for the Institute of Education
Policy, How d University. .-

I would sug st a method of proceeding which is as followe: That
all three of th witnesses come to the table at the same time, We

- 'have copies of two of the witnesses' statements, one copy just came
late which I have not read.

In order to expedite the proceedings, if you so desire, you do not
have to read your entire statement. If you so desire, you may
extract the most salient poiiits from it. On the other hand you may
read, your statement in its entirety. i

Gentlemew will you please come to the witness, table?
. May I s'uMply remark as an aside that Monday during the hear-
ing on blaok/white differentials in earned income, someone made
reference 'to' the fact that the two members of the committee whq
were in attendance were males and the entire panel yesterday was
made up of males. We have a similar, situation this morning.

Let. me issue my own mea culpa: There was no intent to manifest
even the slightest symptom of male chauvinism. It just happened.

Gentlemen, welcome. Might I suggest that Dr. Tollett lead off,
followed by Dr. Edmonds and Dr. Hill? -

Again, thank you for taking time from your very busy schedules
to be a part of this hearing. We are most grateful. .

6



STATEMENT OF DR. KE H S.- TOLLETT, DIRECTOR, INSTI-
TUTE FOR THE STUDY OF EDUCATION. POLICY, HOWARD
UNIVERSITY
Dr. Toixerr. Thank ,yol?
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemeg, I am honored and pleased

to appear before rou this morning to provide some information on
the educational differentials between black and white Americans. I
am especially honored to appear before the task force with you,
Chairman- Atlitchell, because of your outstanding work on behalf of
the economically disadvantaged. Before discussing the educational
differentials, I would like to do two things. First, I should like to
say a word 'about the institute and, second, I should like to place
the educational differentia1s, in context by reviewing generally, and
very briefly the current status bf black Americans.' )

THE INSTITUTE FOR THE (STUDY OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY

The,institae for the Study of. Educational Policy greW mit of the
need fora commission on the education of black Americans. With a
substantial grant from 'the Ford Foundation, the institute was es-
tablished in .1974as a clearinghouse for information and a research'
center on blaCks and other underprivileged groups in higher e Luca -
tion:

The institute has produced eight, major volumes on vario
pects of the status of,blacks in higher education. Just yesterday we
-announced the publication of "The Case for Affirmative Action for
Blacks in. Higlfw Education" by Dr. John E. Flehaing, Gerald Gill,
and Dr: Davidliiinton, all of the staff of the institute. Tomorrow
we will announce the publication of "Equal Educational Opportuni-
ty: More PrOmise Than Progress", the secbnd annual report of the
institute on; the status and situation of blacks in higher education.
These volumes have grown out of the most sustained; rigorous, and
comprehensive research on social and political policy as it relates
to blacks in the United- States. A fundamental notion directing all
of our works is that if we can find and communicate the truth, the
truth will set blacks free.

In appendix A of this statement is listed all- of the publications -of
the institute. If there are,,Eurly questions about any of them; I shall
be pleased to try to answer them.

THE CURRENT STATUS OF BLACK AMERICANS

Although it is generally known that black Americans are not as
well off as white Americans, it frequentlris not known how much
worse off blacks are than-whites. For almost every valued condition
or circumstance, blacks. afire grossly underrepresented; for almostr
every disvalued or stigmatized situatidn, blacks are overrepresent-
ed. Of course the worse off condition is not just related to black/
white educational \disparities. The blacks' disfavored position_ can
be seen whether you arelookini at land, housin wealth, health,
life expectancy, infant, mortality, median income, unemployment
irate, or vocational -and professional status.

L doubt if the public or, for that matter, many bl cks realize how,
much' ground they have lost literally. For more thhaann two genera-
tions the amount of property owned and controlled by blacks has .
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dwigeled alarmingly... Blacks own and control barely one-third of
the acreage which they owned and, controlled in 1910/a decline,
from 16 million acres to' little more than .5 acres.!

i Ssenting
I can think I.:S no way of stating compendiously the black Aitua-

tion than quot g at length from the concurring and. di
opinion of Justice Thurgood Marshall:in the .8akke case. He wrote:

The position, of the Negro today in luirerica the tragic but inevitable conse-
quence of centuries of unequal treatment. Measured by any benchmark of comfort "

or achievement, meaningful equality remains a distant dream for the Negro.
A Negro child today, has a life expectancy which is shorter by more than five

years than that of a white child. The Negro child's mother is over. three tithes more
likely to die of complications in childbirth, and the infant mortality fpr Negroes is
nearly twice that for whites. The rpedian income of the Negro family is only 60'
percent that of the median of a white family, and the percentage of Negroes who
live 'in families with incomes below the poverty line is pearly four times great&
than that of whites.

When the Negro child reaches working age, he Blida that America offers him.
significantly less than it offers his white counterpart.. For Negro adults, the unem-
ployment rate is twice, that of whites, and the unemployment rate for Negro
teenagers is nearly three times that of white teenagers. A Negromale who. com-
pletes four,years of college can expect a median annual income of merely $110 more
than a white male who has only a high school diploma. Although. Negroes represent
11.5 percent of the population, they are onlZ 1.2 percent of the lawyers and judges, 2
percent of the physicians, 2.3 percent of the dentists, 1.1 percent of the engineers,
and 2.6 percent of the college and university'professors,

The relationship between those figures and the history, of unequal treatments
afforded to the Negro cannot be denied. At every point from birth to death, th'e
impact of the past is reflected in the still disfavored position of the Negro. .

In light of the sorry history of discrimination and its devastating, impaCt on the
lives of Negroes, bringing the Negro into the mainstream of American life' should be
a State interest of the highest order. To fail to d6 so is to ensure that America will
forever remain a divided society.

A careful' analysis of the economic status of blacks 'indicates that.
" * * * even if blaCks had all the' characteristics. of white work-'
ersthe same average amount of education, same representation
in unions, the same percentage living in higher wage and urban
areas and so ontheir wages would be about 20 perdent lo er than
whites' wages." This indicates. that racism and societal dis jmina-
tion against blacks in America are still pervasive.

The above brief observations on the general statu of black
Americans should provide an adequate background for a Iliscuion
of black/white educational disparities. .

BLACK-WHITE EDUCATIONAL. DISPARITIES

HistoriCally, blacks have- sought to obtain liberty, equality, and
justice through two principal means Those two means, have been
educati6ir and law. Emphasis upon these means hag meant that
most blacks have always wanted to become full citizen participants
in the U.S. social order rather than to subvert it In spite' of an
uneven record of obtaining success through, both means; tlie3i on
the whole he served blacks well in the long run: Thus, I would
"maintain that it is wise-rfor blacks to continue to seek progress
through working within thec-system; particularly through the insti-
tutions of law and education..

However, heavy reliance upon law and, education has -given rise
to a number of problems. As blacks experience higher levels of
participation in educational enterprise,. particularly in . its post
secondary component, there is emerging in society a claim that too
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much emphasis is 13 seing-put-Arpon'educa um. Orre-author-has even
argued that We are becoming an overeducated society. I submit
thOt it is most unlikely that an, indOstriid democracy can become
overeducated, fOr a highly -educated citizenry is ,indispensable for
both intelligent self-govertimenr and economic progress. It is re-
markable that, generally; it is the highly educated who raise the
most persistent and negative questions about higher education.

This phenomenon may be the product of the adversary proclivity
and the excessively escalated expectatkons of well-educated people.
It would be' a melancholy irony if critical intellects and persons
with high aspirations urged policies which prevented their own
perpetuation and exPansion. The severest critics, no matter
high)}, educaWd, never seem to offer to renounce or return 'heir
degrees. And although some highly eduCated critics of higher eclu-
Cation' express the wish that they, had been trained in some other
discipline; they never say that they mished they had significantly,

, less knowledge, learning, and 'intellectual skills than they have.
The above observations are. made to. make it clear that, although

there, are significant educatiltal difficulties and disparities experi-
, .enced by blacks, eduCation 'is still one of the best vehicl for

delivering the Wherewithal for obtaining justice and parity:
Because the institute, pritnarily researches 'post-Secondary or

higher educational policy, I will focus principally upon black/white
educational disparities in higher education, deriving much of my
inforination from "Equal Educational Opportunity: MOre Promise
Than Progress", the second status report of the inStitute, and the
third status report of' the institute which is now in the first .draft

. stage. Our status reporkatteniPts to assess and review equal educa-
tional opportunity.

An assessment as to the extent of equal educational opportunity
can be gained by coinparing the- access, distribution, and persist,-

,ence of blacks and whites. Access to higher education is defined as
the opportunity to enroll in college. Distribution refers to choice, in

. both the type of institutions students attend and the fields of study
they erj.ter. Persistence means completing the degree sought.

In 1976 the total population of Americans aged 18 through. 23

Was estimated at 28,163,000. Of this the black .population' was
3,535,000 or 12.55 percent. The percent of black students among all
higher education students, however, in 1976 was only 9.3.

In. absolute- numbers, 'from 1974 to 1976 the access to college for
blticks increased. This was consistent with but greater than in-

',creases in 'enrollment for the' population as a whole. Appropriate
enrollment totals for blacks were increased, by 728680 students

, ' from 306,000 in 1964 to 1,034,680 in 1976. ThroughoUt the period
we can see an increase in the enrollment .of blacks, but they.have
ndt reached fully proportiOnal repreSentation, although we know
-from blacks Who graduate from high school they do go on to college
at about the same rate as whites go on: White .enrollment totals
increased by 5,314,642 from 4,888,000 in 1964 to 10,202,642 in 1976.

',4-lowever, this is offset considerablywhen one considers the popula-
tion as whole. "By 1977 the number of college-age 'blacks 18 to 24

years old has increased at alinost twice the rate of whites in that
age group.'Including an increase in, the older black population, the
overall effect is that the black population greW by 11 percent



compared to 4.8 .percent for whites in the yeai. prior to July 1977."
Thus, total enrollment increases to an extent] eflect general popu-

. lation increases. In addition, these increases do not reflect the
career choices of the ))lack college-age population. The aspirations
of black students are equal to or higher than those of their white
counterparts, but their enrollment is consistently lower. In 1973,77-
percent of blacl high school seniors w ted to go to 'college but '.
only 43 percent enrolled. In 1974, 'ag only about half actually
enrolled-82 percent wanted to go and 4 percent enrolled. Of the

, white high school seniors, of the 72 percent whowanted to attend"
in 1973, 48 percent enrolled. Out of the 82 percent, who wanted to
go in 1974, 55 percent actually enrolled.

The distribution of black enrollment demonstrates the growing
dichotomy in higher education in which black students attend the

-Jess costly public institutions. In 1976, of the 1,034,680 students in
higher education, 832,866 were enrolled in public institutions, of
which, 429,293 were in 2-year colleges. Much of the increase in
public colleges was due to the rapid expansion of 2-year colleges
during the 1960's. Attendance in such institutions, especially 2-year
colleges, is a high-risk endeavor since the dropout rate is higher
and these. Who graduate are the leaSt 'likely to be recruited for
better- paying careers land graduate and professional schools.

Persistence, like distribution, has not improved as significantly
as access. The completion of college of young black adults lagged
more than 14 years behind that of whites as of 1974. In. that year

.approxiinately 8 percent of all blacks completed at least 4 years of
College. This &Lis about 3 percent less than whites in 1960. In other,

\words, it has 'Jaen blacks 14 years to arrive at 8 percent attending
college; whites were at 11 percent in 1960. So there is a 14-year lag
in our trying catch up.

The moqt LinPortant barriers to access, distribution, and rsist-,
ence in college are family income, race, and high school no ple-tion.

In 1973 blacks represented 13 percent of all persOns 16 21
years old, yet blacks constituted 21 percent of the high chool
dropouts. In 1974 blacks represented 13 percent of all perso 16 to
21 years of age and constituted 19 percent of the hi school
dropouts. During this same period the percentage of all white high
school dropouts went from 79 percent to 82 percent. However, with
whites representing 86 percent of the population as opposed to 13
percent black, blacks are still overrepresented. In 1977, 24 percent
of blacks aged 18 to 24 had dropped out of high school as opposed
to 15 percent of whites. This loss to the college availability pool 'left .
only impedes the attainment of parity for blacks, but places strain
on society as a whole when people are not afforded the opportunity
to contribute to the society rather than live off it. Blacks are
over resented among high school dropouts for reasons related to
the ihteraction of race and family income in that being black
highly correlates with a lower family income which -is directly
linked to being a high school dropout. Three out of every four
dropouts in 1974 were from families with incomes less than
$15,000; 68 -percent of black college freshmen report family incomes
under $10,000 against only 17 percent of whites so reporting At
public institutions.

1t)
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Family, income also serves as a measure of a student's possible-

performance on standardized tests, another barrier to higher edtv.
cation. Numerous studies have shown that the level of test' MOO is
related to the parental income level. MCAT data for 1975 and 1910
show an alniest perfect correlation between ,best scores and inaome.
Only at the $50,000 or more cohort did test scores be to decline
Slightl , not increase, as the amount of money went. The MCAT
data also ow acceptance rates to medical school ing alineat 2
percent at ch higher income cohort. The exception is, between the
$10,000-$11, 99 and the $12,000 to $14,000 cohorts where the in-
crease was o y 0.1 percent. ,

In additio a recent.; study .of the effects of the job market an
college enrol ments huhcate that students in general will get
higher test scores at 'higher income" levels, "' * The difference
between college gra.duatee and -high school .graduates in expected
lifetime earnings 'consistently: exerts a substantial influence on
academic performance.' An increase of ..1 percent in relative eturn.
ings of college graduates leads to an increase of 0.2 to 1.4 percent
in test scores.' -

Given the current situation in higher education at, all levels, and
because of the income disparities betWeen white and black families,
black access to and distribution and persistence in college will be
determined in' a large part by financial aid , to students and to
institutions with policies aimed at increasing black participation. ,....

In addition to exabding Federal aid, the success .of Federal support
will depend in large part on the responsiveness of the institution to
the educational and psychosocial needs ,of the minority student,
particularly in the form of supportivip services. In particular, the
continuing support of the Federal Wveriiment is needed for the :

historically black colleges that remain an important resource, to
the black community. ,

The critical importance of black colleges and the threats-to them ...

require me to say a few more words especially in their defense.
1/Mat I will say has implications fce$ all sectors of education and
society:

The case for black colleges and universities is based u on five
\_

major points or arguments. First, predominantly black 1 egos or

late. No group, particularly' a disadvantaged or deprived oup, can
universities proyide creditable models for aspiring blac : emu-

hope to move forward with any kind of success without having
some visible models or examples of success. Otherwise, it will be
resigned to hopeless d'espair and privatism. : .

Second, predohrinantly black colleges and universities provide
psychosocially congenial settings in which' blacks can develop. Al-
though the adaptive capacity of human beings enable many to
grow and flourish in a hostile , environment, it is to be expected
that -.larger numbers, mdre significant numbers, can develop , in

, ps chosocially congenial settings. , .

'rd, predominantly black higher educational institutions pro-
vide transitional enclaves in ,which' blacks may move from com-
parative isolation to mainstream without the demeaning competi;
tion or distraction of the majority white group. ,,

FoUrth, predominantly black colleges and universities provide an
,insurance against a potentially declining interest in the eduCation
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of black folks. If one loo the vagaries orhistory, one will see
there are ebbs and flows of interest in the education of blacks.
.Thus, is, inaportant to m 'n institutions closely identified with
a mission of educating blac according to they current or popular
opinion.

Fifth, predominantly black lieges and institutions serve as eco-
niornic and political resourc for the kommunities in!Which they
Are located. As such rem/I eti, they not only provide great econom-
is and political benefits to the black community, but certainly
economically ,they may provide many benefits fo the white com-
munity. And to the' extent the White community d6es not regard an
alert, informed black, pop' as .not beneficial, they help ,the
white community politically albo.

Mr. Chairman, I must now close although I 'know I haveinot-,,
responded to all` of the questions or issues Stou raised in your v
invitation for me to appear as a witness before your task forte Wits
morning It is not my wont to refuse to answer any question if
have been given the' appropriate 'forum to address itr However, lest I

;'; trespass upon the patience and courtesy of the coinmittee, I am
.g ing to close within the tithe limit suggested to me by your staff.

I have not addressed all of the institutional or social factors
hick appear to contribute most to producing disparities 'between

/blacks and whites. Apart from race itselkthe two next most impor-
tant factors are finantial well-being or income and social, political,
af2d individual attitudes. There are atr large in society, forces driv-
ing us to the right into retrenchment and regression.

gne force would have us believe' that 'Government and society,
can accomplish more by dbing leSS. The major .proponents of this
position are those who will, be hurt least because they have the
most. Some of theM are titee,,jaded, and ,unnerved pundits,- intel-
lectuala, and in clover.

Another group .of proponents, influenced by certain research re-
ports and books, believe that there is. no correlation between educa-
tiOnal inputs, such as faculty, curriculUm, and facilities, and edneaL
tionai outputs. The reports. or research:Would have you believ6' that
the victim of oppression is primarily responsible for his predica-
Merit through the forces or circumstances of his neighborhood,
fonnily, parents; or personal attitudes, or simply the unhappy object
of unfathomable haphazard and intractable forces. For example,
one of these researchers has maintained that:Seen are not in the
lower class. because of your socioeconomic ;condition or absence of
money, but because you have bad attitude.
',And still other proponents of retrench/tient and regressionjake

that position because of a revival of interest in the genetic thesis
regarding the inheritability of individuals.

e major point .I should li r make in response to these
sometimes mean-spirited promulgatio
public pittances-- ,

Mr. Milt Will you repeat tha
flow,

Dr. Tomerr. The major point I sho

of pusillanimous policies of

last line? It has a. beatitiful

id like to make in response
to these sometimes mean- spirited pr mulgators of pusillanimous
Policies of public pittances -is that public intervention can make a
difference and %hat, although. throwing . money at a problem' may
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not; be sufficient to solve iit, more times than not it is unquestion-
ably necessary. Thank you.

[The following material was submitted for the record]
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Opportunity and Justim Washington, D.C.: Institute for the Study of Educational
Policy, 1977. `*
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University Press, 1976.
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Jones, Faustine C. The Changing'Mood in Am.erica: Eroding Commitment? Wash-
ington, D.C.:. Howard University. Prese,1977. .

Institute for the. Study of Educational Policy. Affirmative Action for Blacks in
Higher Education: A Report. Washington,, D.C.: Institute for the Study of Education- .
al Policy, 1978.

.
The Bakke Case Primer. Washington, D.C.: Institute fir the StUdy of

Ediicational Policy, 1978. s

. Directory of National Sources or TWO on Blacks. in. Higher Education.
Washington,:D.C.: Institute for the Study of Educational Policy, 1976. r

Equal Educational Opportu *ty: More Promise Than Progress. Washington,
D.C.: Howard University Press, 1978..

. Equal Educational. Opportun for Blacks in U.S. Higher Edzication An
AssessMent. Washington, D.C.: Howard iversity Press, 1976..

ISEP Briefs on Bakke.' Vol. 1, Nos. 1, ashington, D.C.: Institute for the Study.
-nf Educational Policy, 1977.

isgp, Monitor. Vol. 1, Nos. 1-6. Washington, D.C,: Institute for the Study of
Educational Policy, 1976,19777 a.

Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you Your testimony was extremely. pro-
.vocative. We will hear from .the next witness but there are 'three
questions that I would like to direct to you; however I will, spell
them out now.

What,. if any, evidence -do you have to show that there is a
steering of black young people into 2-year college programs rather
than into the traditional 4-year college program? Are the high
school, 'counselors responsible for that ,kind of steering? I have
heard' reports to that effect and, as such, ',would like to obtain
additional information.

The second question : is with regard to, the black dropout rate.
What' concerns me is that from 1973 to 'the present the 'rate' has
been increasing rather than decreasing. Why is this taking place?
What should be the role of Governnient to prevent this problem?

The third area of inquiry, again a, major problem area, relates to
the number of blacks who; fail to complete the undergraduate col- .

lege.training program. Why does that happen? What should be the
role of Government in attempting to prevent that from happening?

I will get back to, you as quickly as I can, Dr. Tollett.
Dr. Edmonds. o '
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STATEMENT. OF DR. RONALD R., EDMONDS, SENIOR ASSISTANT
TO 'THE C CELLOR FOR INSTRUCTION, NEW YOUK CITY- . -
PUBLIC SCHO I LS, NEW YORK CITY. BOARD OF EDUCATION
Dr. Ebmornis. efore I begin, given the provocative remarks of

my friend and co eague, Kenneth Tollett, I do want to recommend
to both of you a .k that a colleague and I just finished entitled,
"Black Colleges in: America". The reason I want to recommend it is
because the book intended for administrators of northern liberal
arts schools that h ye li.):teralized admissions policies, that are run-
ning revolving doo programs that have inordinate dropout rate
for students who ar poor or black.

The, book is. inten ed to extract from the blackycollege experience
the administrative style, the niciod, the instructional strategy, the
organizational char cteristics of those black.colleges that are most
consistently_ success ul in taking underprepared young people and
bringing them in ery: short order. to demonstrably competent
levels of college leve preparation. . ,

The purpose of th book, in sum,'Is to allow the administrator of
these 2-year schools d, more importantly, of these 4-year schools
to profit, from a very long and eminent ;tradition . of successful
schooling for the .kinds of studenta that '1' think are of greatest
interest to you. The book is "Black Colleges in America" by ...AI
Charles. Willie and Ronald Edmonds. It was recently published by
Teachers C011ege Press; by recently, I mean a couple of weeks.,ago.
. Now as to my discussion, which is going to be rather 'more
narrow in its focus *than Dr. Tollett's because what I want to talk
about is What I think I know about the Characteristicd of public
schools, K-12,. that are consistently successful in teaching basic
skills to the students, black and poor, that I think are a principal
fOcus of your inquiries.

Let me begin by saying something qbout the nature of: what I .do
because I do find myself carrying on two very different sets of
responsibilities.

For a long time I have been a facu ty member at Harvard
University. My, principal responsibility for a Vesea.rch project e
that identifies and analyzes the characte tics of Zit schools that
are instructionally effective for poor children. Just a few weeks ago
I was invited by New York City's new chancellor, Frank Macchiar-
ola, to come to New York City to be responsible for instruction.

For a' variety of reasons, what I decided, to do is to divide my
time between New York City and Harvard; first because the re-
search at Harvard is not quite fmished and it is not, written up yet,
at least for the most part it is not written up yet, and I want to
finish it. . .

The second is because Frank Macchiarola made it very clear that
he was inviting me to New York City to implement what I claimed
to know about the characteristics of effective schools. Since- the°

. basis of my presence is the substance of the insight and knowledge
that I acquire and the research that I do, I am not quite ready to
say that it is in a fiflished state. So part' of what that means is that
for the most part I am in New York City as the senior assistant
chancellor for instruction, and to a lesser extent I am still at -
Harrvard University responsible for research into the characteris-

, tics of instructionally effective' city schools.
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For me the issue here iaeqUity. This is not a social science issue.
It is not a research issue. The fact that I go at this problem in the
context of research is not because I think that is the most appropri-
ate response. It is becnuse I think research is the only viable
response. It is the only response that allows me the status to carry
on the, discourse in the same realm and the same arena and in' the
same con.text as those of my colleagues to whom' I take greatest
exception.\What I need to make clear at the outset in talking about
these matters is that in my judgment the most fundamental prob-
lem in American schooling for poor children has to do with the
nature of .conventional American wisdom about the interaction
between pupil achievement and family background.

It would be my own beginning remarks that the Congress of the
United 'States, the National Institute of Education, in Harvard
University, and most of our major intellectual and academic set-
tings; that their discourse on these matters is in the most profound
error in its analysis of the-interaction between show well children
do in school and the characteristics of the families from which, they
Come.

I. am sure 'that you ,know that in recent years the two most
iniportaiii studies of the interaction between .pupil :performance
and family background are James Coleman's 1966 Equality of Edu
cational Opportunity as commissioned by the Congress, and more
recently Harvard University's Christopher Jencks book; Inequal-
ity: A ReasSessment of the Effect of Family Schooling in America.

Thbre are of. course a great many other 'Scholars and academi-
cians whO imitate these inquiries. At lbast they irnitnte them in
their 'summary conclusions but, more importantly, my own'view is
that these two pieces of Work taken together describe in academic
and intellectual terms whilt constitutes prAvailing perspective in
the general public in the United States about who does well in
school and why. Therefore these two studies, and the general
wisdom to which I refer, dictate public policy on these .rnatte-s.

The problem with the national discourse is that since it is in fact
in such profound error, what it produces over and over again are
well-meaning but, in comparison to- our needs, ineffectual public
policy postures and responses. my own judgment is that until we
face that issue rather more squarely than we have so far, we are
not likely, to see much more progress than we are getting. And in
fact, as you have-already indicated, Mr. Chairman, what we may
well see is a loss of those modest kinds of,gains that we have made.

So I have to begin by stating quite unequivocally that I Mlle the
most dramatic exception to the discussion and analysis of achieve-
ment and its interaction with family background, particularly as
discussed by James Coleman and particularly as discussed by
Christopher. Jencks and his colleagues. By that I do not mean, to
suggest that there is the least ill will in the work that theSe men
and their colleagueS do, but I do mean to suggest that they do us
'all :a disservice because in my view they mislead us because they
offer us a very distorted portrait of the reality° of efforts in the
United Statesto deliver social sertice.

Now having begun in that summary way, what I want to turn to
is what I am prepared to offer in the way of evidence in support of
my alternative perspectives on these matters. The easiest way for
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me to state that is to say that when the discussion is focusing on
primary pupil acquisition of basic school skills, it is not in fact
family background that is the principal determinant of achieve-
ment, it is school response to family background that is the princi,
pal determinant of achievement.

The policy import of those two differences is rather dramatic. In
the first instance, if family background is the principal 'determi-
nant of achievement, Nen the only route to reform is to intervene
in the life of these children. As you know, we have at least paid
substantial lip service to doing that. We do' not do it well for
systematically, but nonetheless, on the basis of that kind of analy-
sis, that is the kind of public strategy that we try at least Yin an
overall way. In my view it does not work as well as it might
bedause it is not grounded in a proper understanding-of the origin
of achievement for Young children when we are talking abut the
school skills they need for continued success.

On the other hand, if, as I contend, `fundamental pupil, achieve7,
Ment derives from school response to family background, then the
PUblic policy intervention 'that is dictated by that analysis. is that
you 'intervene in the life of the school. The principal evidence I
want to offer in support of that to talk about those instances in
matters of fact in the United S tes that say that there are schools .

now, there have been, and I ure you there will be, schools that
consistently teac basic s to all of the children that Come to
those schools, including mo especially children who are poor, of
color, or both. And I woul suggest that that is probably the, most
basic criterion for assessin school reform that can be used, at least
it is the one that informs y work.

Turning to the questio of evidence, there are a number of areat.
of inquiry that I want to set aside because I do not -pursue them,
not because I do not think they are important, but because I do not
believe that they are principiil determinants of the levels of
achievement that we are interested in here. 1

First, if you are talking about class size, unless extreme change
m class size is under discussion, that is less than 15 pupils or more
than 35,?,then you need not pay anyattention to class size at all. It
is not that class size is not important, it is just that in and of itself
class size is not a principal determinant of the levels of achieve-
ment for the children that we aredtalking about.

Second, if you are talking about the kind. of fundamental school
reform that we are interested then you could be equally indif-
ferent to school size, teacher experience, teachers' race, teachers'
salaries, per pupil expenditure, and school facilities. I do not reject
these as lines of inquiry because ;Id() not think they-`are important;
I think they are all impoftant, they are all important for a great
many reasons that are educationally significant. . ,

The.point.I am trying to make is that,they are not profoUnd and
principal deterininants of improved achievement in basic school
skills for the children that I think are the object. of this discussion.

What I have saved for the last arda of school condition to be set
aside is deserregation, and I./have saved it for last because I recog-
nize that it is a very complex matter; it is in some instances a
volatile matter and I think it deserves more than the casual discus-
sion I just made with respect to these other issues. I support court7
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ordered degegregation, enthusiabticall 37,,because I ,belieN're*i deseg-
regation and I believe even more strongly in integration;"afid,I am
of coursepassionately opposed to segregation AIN discriminittioiiiii
all its forms x

What I do have to point out,*though, is that When the, discussion
is focused on achievement and instructional reform, then desegre-
gation is not in and of itself an instrument of school reform It is
an opportunity for school reform: It is, unfortunately, a tactical
error thac /so many of my colleagues turn their en gees exclusiv'ely
to trying toy intrude on the demography of school composition,

" When their fundamental interest is in improved achievement for
th Children whose discrimination is the beginning of the attention
to desegregation in the first place.

What I am going to suggest about desegregation is that the way,-
to look at our more than 20 years of experience; and the way to
look at our very voluminous literature 'on the subject, to look at
it as an analysis of desegregation as a tactical instrument of funda
mental school reform and not to eay,that yotudo not care about the
other matters, but to make clear giat.'what.yon,get out'of desegre-
gation in the context of eflucatiOn deiiendS' on the objective with
which you approach the issue.

Many of my colleagues; rightly, define desegregation suits as
race issues, as race casee; and as matters to:be, examined in racial
terms. In many instances I sObEicribe, to that The problem with it
is that when, as in many cases, black .parents are interested in
desegregation first and forethOst as an instrument of instructional ,
reform, then focusing excluSively on.the'demography of desegrega-
tion turns out not to be a very effective thing to do.

That does not mean that,You ought not to desegregate. Quite the
contrary. What it does mean is that, you have to be far more self-
conscious than we have been so far about how you choose to exploit
the opportunity for institutional change and community change
that desegregation repreEients. It is in that Context that I want to
commend the body of literature that I think now gives us a very
firm grasp on the instructional uses to which:desegregation can be
put. Q .

Let me turn now to school studies that are most explicit in
identifying and advocating. particular school changes when our
interest is in reform. /Weber is the first contributor to this litera-
ture that I want to mention.

Obviously. the Colepaan work came before Weber, but I put Cole-
man on one side.of the question and Weber on the other.
"- Weber focuSed on? characteristics of four inner-city schools in
which reading achiOmment was clearly successful for poor children
on the basis of national norms. What Weber undertook to do was to
examine those scholils in great detail to see if he could extract the
institutional beha ors and characterisics that distinguish those
four schools from everal score' others that were sonsistently less
effective in raising reading scores for poor children.

Most important for our purposes, Weber concludes his work
with a summary' o servation that says that these foUr schools have
an orderly, relati ely: quiet; and.pleasant atmosphere, that they
strongly emphas. pupil acquisition of reading skills, and that
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they reinforce that emphasis by careful and frequent evaluation of
pupil progress.

The next recommendation I want to make is a 1974 study under-
taken by the New York State. Office of Education Performance
Review. That study, most importantly for' our purposes, confirmed
Weber's most important findings. The State of New York effort
focused on a study of two inner-city New York. City public schools,
both of which were serving analogous predominantly poor pupil
populations, one of the schools clearly being high achieving and the
other being clearly low achieving.. What the New York City study
went after were the characteristics that distinguished the two
schools and accounted for the success of the one and the instruc-
tional failure of the other.

I will not go over the findings; they can be read at one's leisure.
Suffice' it to say that the findings do emphasize Weber's most
important and summary conclusions.

My next recommendation has to do with. Madden and his col-
leagues in California. I want to emphasize the Madden work, first,
because the number of schools involved are much larger; there
were 21 matched sets of schools. The design is rather more -rigorous
than Weber, and New York was, but again, most importantly for
our purposes, what the California study does is emphasize that in
most important respects schools are in fact in control of those'
institutional behaviors and characteristics that turn out to be the
principal determinants of achieirement.

Since there is again a hikh. overlap between the california find:
ings and the New York findings and the. Weber findings, will very
briefly run through those and then I Will not have, to do it again.
The findings I am going to briefly touch on are 10.

One: In comparison to teachers at lower achieving schools, teach-
ers at 'higher achieving schools. report that the principals provide
them with a significantly greater amount of support:

Two: Teachers in higher achieving schools were more task-orient-
ed in their' classroom: approath and exhibited more evidence of
applying appropriate principles of learning than did teachers in
lower achieving schdols. -"

Three: In comparison to claSsrooms' in lower achieving schools,
.,<classrooms in higher achieving schools provided more evidence of .;

--.Student monitoring .processes, student effort, happier Children, and
atmosphere conducive to learning,

Mir: In comparison to teachers at loWer achieving. schools,
teachers at higher achieving schools reported That they spent rela-
tively more time on social aiidies, less time on mathematiCs and/
physical education/health, and about the same amount of time on
reading/language "developnierit and scienci

Five: In contrast to teachers at lower achieving schOols, teacheis
at higher achieving schools report: (a) "a larger number of adult
volunteers in mathematics' classes; (b) fewer paid aides in reading;
and. (q) they are more apt to use teacher aides for nonteaching
tasks, such as classroom-paperwork, watching children on the play-
ground, and Maintaining classroom discipline. ,

Six: In cOmparison toleacheis at lower achieving schools, teaCh=
ers at higher achieving schools reported higher levels of access, to
"ottside the classroom" mrials.
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Seven:, In comparison to the teachers of lower achieving schools,
teachers "at higher-achieving schools believed their faculty as a
whole had less influence on educational decisions, meaning the
administratiohad greater influence on educational decisions.

Eight: In comparison to teachers at lower achieving schools,
teachers at 'higher. 'achieving schools rated district administration
higher on support services.

Nine: In comparison to- grouping practices at-1, lower achieving,
schools, the higher achieving schools divided classrooms into fewer
groups. for pUrposes of -instruction.. In this one, what I would say
with respect to all of the studies is that the clear import is that
when we are tali* about improving achievement for poor chil-
dren, heterogeneous grouping is highly to be desired as compared
to homogeneous grouping

Ten: In comparison to teachers in lower achieving schools, teach-
ere in higher achieving schools reported being more satisfied with
various aspects of their work.

My own conchiiiion is that the California study deserves very
careful attention since it is in my judgment ,a very valuable discus-
sion of 'school characteristics that can be Manipulated when the
object is echOol,reform. Even beyond the ones. I have already men
tioned, I want' to especially commend a body of work that is on-
going a Michigan State. University under the auspices of W. B.
Brookover. and L. W. Lezotte. Together they published at least
three studies of the characteristics of instructionally effective
schools as Compared to instructionally ineffective schools.

I want to emphasize the, findings of their: third study because the
third study to which I am going to refer now prefits from the
!earlier two studies that they did.

There is great overlap between the Weber, New York, and Cali-
fornia work', and if I were to read ,through the supplementary
conclusiomi from the Brookover and Lezotte work you would be
struck with the extent to which each reinforces the other.

I mant nqw`to turn very briefly to some summary remarks of any
own work.

My prin'oipal colleague in these efforts is John Fredrickson. John
Fredrickson and I have been engaged in these inquiries since the
early 1970'8:The summary purposes of our work have been, ,first,
to identify' schools that are -consistently effective in teaching all-

. pupils, most specially. those who are poor and of color; and, second,
to analyze° the characteristics distinguishing the 'schools we define
as effectiveifroni those we define as ineffective.

In all the time that we have been at this and in all the ,scores of
schools' Where we have Carried on these anal es, we have never
yet encountered a school which is instruction effective for poor
children Without being more effective for whi middle-class chil-
dren. i

When' you are advocating school reform for poor or black
dren, you' are advocating 'even greater 'school reform for those
'children who are white or-middle class. Whether in financial terms
or otherwise, it seems to me, there should be some value in being
able to make that evaluation.

A very, great proportion of the American people believe that
family background and home environment are principal causes of
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the quality of pupil performance. hi fact, no notion about schooling
is more widely held than the belief that the family is somehow a
principal determinant-of-whetherer not a child will dO well in
schoOl. The .popularity of that belief continues partly because many
social scientists and opinionmakeiii continue to espouse the belief
that family baCkground is a chief cause of the quality of pupil
performance. Such a belief has the effect of absolving educators of
their professional responsibility to be instructionally effective for
all children.

While recognizing the importance of family
i
background in devel-

oping a child's character, per6onality, and intelligence, I cannot
overemphasize my rejection of the notion that t ischool is relieved
of its instructional obligations when teaching. the children of the
poor. I reject 'such a notion partly because I recognize the existence
of schools that successfully teach basic school skills to all children.
Such success occurs partly because these schools are determined to
strye all their pupils without regard to family background. At the

, same time, these schoolii recognize the necessity of modifying cur-
ricular design, text selection,' teaching strategy, et cetera, in re-
sponse to differences in family background among_ pupils in the
school.

Dar findings 'strongly recommend that all schools be held respon-
sible for effectively teaching basic school skills to all children. We

-"recohirrierid' future sti3dies of school and teacher effectiveness con
sider the stratification design as a 'means for _investigating' the
separate relationship of programs and policies for pupils of differ-
ing family and social ,background. Information about individual:
student family-background and social class is essential in our anal-
yais If we are t4 disentangle the separate effects of pupil back-
ground and school social class makeup on pupil achievement. More-') over, studies of school effectiveness should be multivariate char-/ acter and employ longitudinal records of pupil achievement in a
variefy of areas of school learning.

We have identified five Lansing schools in which basic achieve-
ment seems relatively independent of pupil social class.. The
achievemerit data are Local and normative; and state and crite-
rion. We use both sets of data to identify schools in which all

o pupils are achieving beyond minimum objectives; including most
especially those children of low social Class and poverty family
background. We are now gathering similar data for Detroit pupils
m the elementary grades m schools whose pupil :o,.ulation is at
least 15 percent poor.

What I want to end with here are some summa, remarks about
school characteristics which,' when '11ple ntedi consistently
result:in -the' kind of improvement and a i evemeht for poor chil-
dren and for, black children that are the object of this discussion:

Some schools- are instructionally effective for the poor because-,
they have Ex tyrannical,principal who compels the teachers to bring'
all childreni to a minimum level of mastery of basic skills. I am not
recommending that as a model, but there are schools which are
effective for that reason. As you may well know, that is a very'
Volatile and fragile way to reform a school; but nonetheless, that is

- what happens_ from time to time. Some schools are effective be-
'-;`,.cause they have a self-generating teacher corps that has a crilical



mass of dedicated people who are co11 11 itted to beeffective for all
the children they teach. Some 13choo are effective because they
have a highly politicized pirent-teacher organization thattholds the
schools to close instructional account.

The point here is to make clear at the outset that no one model
explains school effectiveness for the poor or any other social.class.,,.
Fortunately, children know how to learn in more ways than we ,

know how- to teach, thus permitting gredt latitude in, choosing
instructional strategy. The great problem' in schooling is that we
know how to teach in ways that can keep some children from
learning most anything, and we often choose to. thus &aged when
dealing'with the childrbn of the poor.

Thus, one of the cardinal characteristics of effective schools is
that they are as anxious to avoid things that do not work as they
are committed- to implementing things that do: The other thing
that means, of course, is.that effective schools are highly volatile
organizational settings. .

What it means is that in any given year, what you did' in the
school in order to be effective for all your children may not, be
appropriate in the very next year. What that means then is that
the school has to be prepared to respond to all the nuances and
subtlbties which descae the differences between and 'among chil-
dren. It means in stIth, a, context, that the fiist,- foremost; and
Principal. Purpose of"the schoOl has to be to deliver basic skills' to
all the children who,.are there, and no other measure of school
effectiveness orbehaVior will do.

What I want to'do then is to close by stating as unequivocally as
I can what tends to be the characterization of effective schools.
They have strong administrative leadership without which the dis-
rparate elements of good schooling can be neither brought together
nor kept together,. Schools that are instructionally effective for
poor children have a cliniate ok. expectation in which no children
are permitted' to fall below minimum but efficacious levels' of
achievement. The school's atmosphere is orderly without being
rigid, 'quiet without being oppressive,' and generally conducive to
the instructional, business at hand. Effective schools get that way
partly by making it clear that pupil acquisition of basic school
skills takes precedence over all other school activities. When neces-
sary, school energy and resources can be diverted from other busi-
ness in furtherance of the fundamental objectives. The final effec:
tive school characteristic to be set down is that there must be some
means by which pupil, progress can be frequently monitored. These
.means may be as traditional as classroom testing on the day's
lesson, or as advanced as criterion-referenced systemwide standSrd:
ized. measures. The point is that some means must exist in the
school by which the prineipal and the teachers remain constantly
aware of pupil progress in relationship to instructional objectives.

Two final points. First; how many effective schools would you
have.to see to be persuaded of the educability of poor children?. If
your answer is more than one, then I submit that you have reasons'
of yoUr own for preferring to believe that basic school perfirmance
derives from family background' instead of school response.. to
family backgrOund. Second, whether or not wwill ever effectively
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reach the children of the poor is probably far more a matter of
politics than of social science, and that ie as it shotild be

It seems to me, therefore, that what is left ,are three declarative
statements: We- can, whenever and wherever we choose, successful-
ly teach. all children whose, schooling is. of interest to us. ,We
already, know More than we need to, to do what I have just said.
Whether or not we will ever do if must finally depend on how we
feel about the rad that we haven't so far.

[Testimony resumes on .p 25.]
[The prepared statement of Dr. Edmongls follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP Da RONALD R. EDMONDS

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, ladies and gentlemen, I want to thank
you for the cmm!..rtunity to discuss with you what I ,know of the characteristics of
city schools elmt are instructionallypffective for all children. Before I begin, it may
help if I say a few words about my work in these matters especially since I now find
Myself with two very different jobs in education.

Since 1972, I have been at Harvard University and am now a lecturer and
research associate in education. More importantly, for your purposes, I am director
of a Harvard research project which, since 1973,. has worked on the state' of the art
of idontifying and analyzing city schools that are instructionally effective for poor
children. ;t is that research work that will be the substantre basis of my. discussion.

Since mid-August of this year, I -have additionally been senior-assistant to the
or for instruction in the New York City Public Schools. I havt/Seen invite

to Nbvw York to implement what Lknow of instructionally effebtive city schools end
now, divide my time between my New York duties and my continuing research at
Harvard.

.Equity will, be the focus of my discussion.- I mean by equity a simple sense of
fairness in the distribution of the prig my goods and services that characterize our
social order. Some of us, rightly, hal, "ore goods, and services than others and my
sense of equity is not disturbed by that fact. Others of us have almost no goods and
access to only the most wretched services and that deeply offends my simple sense
of fairness and hence violates the standard of equity by which -I judge our social
order.-Pmeasure our progress as a social order by our willingness to advance the'
equity interests of the least among us. 'Thus, increased wealth or education for the -.
top of our social order is quite beside the point, of my basis for assessing our
progress toward greater equity. Progress ,requires public policy that' begins by
making the poor less poor and ends by making them not poor at all. This discussion
of education will apply just such a standard to public schoolhig. Equitable public
schooling begins by teaching poor childr*.what their parents want them to know
and etids by' teaching. poor childrem at least as well as it teaches middle-class
children. Inequity in American education derives first and foremost from our failure

6 to educate the children of the poor. Education in thii context refers to primary
pupil acquisition of those basic school skills which assure successful pupil access to
the next level of schooling. '. .

Thus, for the whole of this discussion, a school will be described as effective if,
and only 'if, it has a demonstrated ability to be instructionally effective for all

. children no matter their family income or oocial class. I should make clear at the
outset that my, work in education focuses on improved instruction for children who
are poor. In cities such children are 'often of color lnif coloris not the principal focus
of my inquiries and analyses. '

My subsequent discussion of certain of the literature on school effects must nett 13e,
taken to Mean that whether or not schools are effective derives from matters of
research or social science. Such is not the case. Schools teach those they think they
must and hen they think they needn't, they don't. That fact, has nothing to do
with soci science except that the children of social scientists are among those that
schools f el compelled to effectively teach. Thereihas never been a time in the life of
the Am can public school when we have not known all that we needed to teach all
those that we chose to teach. The discussion ,ofresearch literature that follows may
illuminate that fact but it cannot change it.

,. - .
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In recent years, the most .widely disesminated,and influential studies of school
effects have been Jaines Coleman et al. Equality of Edueational Opportunity.' and
Christopher Jencks et al. Inequality: A Reassessment\of the Effect of Family And
Schooling in America.' Both". books. conclude, in sum, that pupil performance is,
principally caused by family background with the attendant implication that little
can be.done to increase achievement. for poor children. Both studies are profoundly
in error in their discussion of the interaction between pupil performance and family
background. Most importantfy, for our purposes, Coleman and Jencks are mistaken
in their conclusion that family, background causes pupil porferniance. School re-
sponse to family background is in fact the principal determinant of pupil perform
ance and the discussion that follows is intended to substantiate that fact.
- I want to, begin with summary remarks on the literature that discusse the
interaction between pupil performance and particular charactdristics of the`sc 1.

There is ample evidence to justify ignoring a number of school characterist
hen our object is instructional reform. First, unless extreme Change (less than.15
upib3, more than 35) is being considered, class size, in and of itself, is not a critical

v ble in determining pupil performance,' Class size must of course be considered
any overall instructional strategy but the point is that no appreciable gain in

p pil acquisition of basic school skills can be got solely on the basis of a 'reduction in
class size. Let me make clear that for most instructional purposes I prefer finial'
classes to large classes. I recommend small classes for reasons of classroom ilmiabil-
i4,, ease of management, improved teacher morale and a variety of other important
educational interests: Small class size cannot however be recommended on the basis
of a research literature-thaepredicts greater pupil achievement as a consequence of
reduced class size. Similar remarks can be made about school size, teacher experi-
enqe, teacher's race, teacher's salariesi per pupil expepditbre and ,school facilities!
All of thee school characteristics are important in a variety of ways for a variety of

. reagent, Mit no one of them can be successfully manipulated when the object is
greater pupil acquisition of basic school skills. % '

In this quick summary:of the research on school characteristics not directly and
_aingly related to pupil performance, I have saved racial composition of the, building

for last on the grounds that this volatile and important issue deserves more than
hasty discussion. .

Court ordered desegregation is the greatest weapon in the black arsenal of civic
power. Since 1954 several score American cities have been profoundly ,altered as a
consequence of black initiated court ordered desegregatioa.pftthe local school dis-
trict.' The history of these class action, suits is that they occur as a tactical last
resort by a black 'community that' has tried for many years by various means to
improve teaching and learning for black children." In fact, school desegregation can
best be understood when evaluated'. principally as an instrument of instructional
reform." The literature on desegregation is not, for the most part, organized this.
way Out to be most useful to educational decisionmakers should be used this way.
Taken as a whole, the research 'literature says that.in and of itself desegregation
has little effect on pupil performance' Desegregation is however, a unique opportu- ,
nity to effect educational changes that could not otherwise occur. What must
therefore he carefully, thought through are those educational changes that will yield.
the greatest instructional gain for that portion of the pupil population in which we

- have.the_greatestinterest; those.who profit least frem existing atrangements. Thus,
when and if desegregation comes bringing with it a unique opportunity for institu-
tional change, we will be well prepared to ,seize the occasion on behalf of a set of

"!reforms that represent the most auspicious use of the circumstances, When Plan-
IL .

.
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;ling the actual desegregation, we need to know whether to advocate radii halince,
educational, parks, a Princeton plan or some other variation explicitly intended to
effect the greatest educational gain.

We come now to those school studies re most explicit in identifying and,
advocating particular changes. What follows is a ion of certain aspects of '
school organization, instructional strategy and school community dynamic that
seem most directly relevant to achievement gamh for poor children. Weber. was an
early contributor to the literature on the school determinants of achievenient in hie.
1971 study of four instructionally effective inner city schools.* Weber intended his

had tidied themselves thatlow achievement by poor children derived principally - i.
stud be explicitly alternative to Coleman, Jensen,10, and other researchers who

.., from inherent disabilities that characterized the poor. Weber focueed on the charac-
teristics of four inner-city schools in which reading achievement was clearly success-
ful for poor children on the ,basis of national norms. All four schools have "strong
'leadership" in that their principal is instrumental in: setting' lie tone of the school;
helping decide bn instruct' nal strategies; and organizing -and distributing the

Weber is careful to point ou t high expectations are not sufficient for school' .

schools resources. All four' hools have "high' expectations for all their students.

success but they are certainly necessary. All four schools have an orderly, relatively
. quiet, and pleasant atrnospher& All four schools strongly emphasize pupil, acquisi- ,

tion of reading skills and reinforce that emphasis by careful and frequent evalua,
tion of pupil p

In .1974, .the York State Office of gducation Performance RevieW published
a study " that confirmed 'certain of Weber's niajor findings. New York identified
two inner-city Nev York City public schools, both of. Which were'Servhig an analo-
gous, redominantly poor pupil population. One of the schOols .was high-achieving
and t e other was low-achieving. Both schools were studied in an attempt to.
iden those differences that seemed most responsible for the achievement vari-, -

a between the two schools. The following findings were reported. ,.
-',1 . ':This study showed that: 4 ,

"The 'differences in student performance in these. two schools-seemed to be attrib-
uted to factors under the schools' control; ,

"Administrative behavior, policies and practices in the schools appeared to have a
aigndfieant impact on school effectiveness;

'The more effective inner city school was led by an administrative team which
provided a goodlialance between both management and instructional skills; . , 7 c

-"The administrative team in the more effective school had developed a plan, for
dealing with the reading' problem and had implemented the plan throughout the
school; 'k '

"Classroom reading instruction did not appear, to differ between the two schools
since classroom teachers in both schools had .pFoblems in teaching reading and
assessing pupils' reading skills; . . ..- .

"Many professional perSonnel in the. less effective school attributed childron's
reading problems to non - school factors and were pessithistic about their ability to
have an impact, creating an environment in which children failed because they
were not expected to succeed. Howevei in the more effective school, teachers were ,
less skeptical about their ability to have an impact on children ,. o"Children responded to unstimulating learning experienc s -predictablythes.
were apathetic, disruptive or absent. . -'

"Admittedly this study has not identified all factors 'relating to student reading
. achievement. However, these preliminary findings are consistent with a significant

body of other research. While' more researc hld be encouraged, it. is even more
important that we begin to apply what is already known. This study has shown that
school practices have an effect on reading achievement. At the very least, the.
children in -low achieving schools should have the opportunities available- to thew.
children of the high achieving schools. These opportunities, which do not result
from higher overall expenditures, are clearly within the reach Ofomy school,
today." 13 .

For our purposes these findings reinforce the relevance, of leadership, expects-
thins, and atmosphere as essential elernents)affeeting pupil perform- ,

ance. If further evidentiary support for then..finding" is wanted, you are invited to
close scrutiny of the 1976.Madden, Lawson, Sweet study of school effectiveness in ,

'Op. Cit. Weber, G,';Inner City Children Can Be Taught to Read."
"Jensen, A. "How,Much Can We Boost IQ and Scholastic Achievement?" Hdrvard Education-

al Review, Winter, 1969.
110p. Cit. State of New York. "School Factors Inthiencing Reading Achievement."
"Ibid., pp. vi and vii.



dalifornia.",In a more rigorous and sophisticated version of the Weber and New
''. York studies, Madden and his colleagues studied 21 pairs of California elementary

fichoo etched on the basis of pupil characteristics and differing only "on the, basis
Of, pu performance on standardized achievement measures. The 21 pairs of schools
were studied in; an effort to identify those institutional characteristics that homed
most responsible for the achievement differences that described the 21 high-achiev-
ing schools and the 21 low-achieving schools. The major findings are ten.

"1In comparison to teachers at lower achieving schools, teachers at higher
achieving schools report that their principals provide them with a significantly
meter amount of support. .

,"2. Teachers in higher achieving schools were more task-oriented in their class-
room approach and exhibited, more evidence of applying appropriate principree of
learning than did :chore in lower achieving schoolB. -

"3. In corn., tei classrooms in lower achieving schoolB, classrooms in higher
achieving sc :oolB :rovided more evidence of student monitoring processes, student

- effort, happier c dren, and atmosphere conducive talearning. , . '.
"4. In compirison to teachers at lower achieving schoolB, teachers at high achiev-

ing schoolB reported that they spent relatively more time on social studies, less time
on mathematics and physical education/health, and about the same amount of time
on reading/language development and science. .to"5. In contrast to teachers at lower achieving hoolB, teachers at higher achiev-
ing schools report; a. A large numbeFof adult vol tears in mathelnatica classes; b.
Fewer paid aides in reading; and c. They are m apt to use teacher olden for
nonteacMng tasks, such 8B classroom paperwork, watching children on the play-
ground, and maintaining classroom discipline.

6.. In comparison to' teachers at lower achieving _Schools, teachers at higher:
achieving schoolB reported higher levels of access to 'outside the classroom' mobil..

"7: Iii!ctimparison to the teitchepx of lower achieving schoolB, teachers at higher .
achieving schoolB believed their faculty as a whole had less influence on educational
decisions.

"8. In comparison to teachers at lower achieving schools, teacheni at higher
achieving schools rated district administration higher on support services.

"9. In comparison to grouping practices at lower achieving schoolB, the higher,
achieving schoolB divided classrooms into fewer groups' for. purposes ,of instruction.

"10. In comparison to teachers in lower achieving schools, teachers. in her
achieving schools reported being' more satisfied with various aspects of t7aeir
work." 14

My own conclusion is that aside from intrinsic merit the California study is
chiefly notable for its reinforcement of leadership, expectations, atraoapbere,, and
instructional emphasis as consistently essential institutional determinants of pupil
performance.

I want to close this part of the discussion with summary remarks- about a recent
and unusually persuasive study of school effects. In 1977 W. B. Brookover and L W.
Lezotte published their study of "Changes in School Characteriiitiv Coincident With
Changes, in Student Achievement." IS We should take special note of thla work
partly because it is a formal extension of inquiries and analyses begun in two
earlier studies both of which reinforce certain of the Weber, Madden, et al, and New
York findings. The Michigan Department of Education ('Cost Effectiveness SO*" 10
and the Brookover et t4 study of "Elementary School Climate and School Achieve.
went" " are both focused on those educational variables that are liable to school
control and important to the quality of pupil performance. In response to both of
these studies the Michipin Departrneht of. Education asked Brookover and Leaotte
to study a set of Michigan schools characterized by consistent pupil performance
improvement or decline. The Brookover, Lezotte study is broader in scope than the
two earlier studies and explicitly intended toprofit from methodological and anslyt,
ical lessens learned in the "Cost Effectivenese .. ." and "Elementary School Climate
...." studies.

1r Madden, .1. V.; Lawson D. R; Sweet, D. "School Effectiveness Stinky: State of California"
1976.

. . ,

.^.31Brookover, 'W. 9., Lezotte, L. W. "Changes In School Characteristics Coincident: With ,
Mangos In Student Achievement." College of Urban Development of Michigan State University r
and the The Michigan Department bf EducatiOn, 1977.

0 Research Evaluation and Asseasment Services of the Michigan Department of Edtiwition.
"Report of the 1974-76 Michigan Coat Effectiveness Study." Capital Publications, 1976.

Brookover, W. et al. "Elementary School Climate and School Achievement" College of
urban Development of Michigan State University, 1976.
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Since the early I970's the Michigan Department of Education has annually tested
all Michigan pupils .in pUblie schools in grades four and. seven: The tests are .,-

criteriOn referenced standardized measures of pupil perfornancein basic school.
'skills. Over time these data'were used by the Michigan Department.of 'Education to :

identify elementary schools characterized. by consistent pupil performance improve'
merit er. decline. Brookover and Lezotte chose eight ;of thos,e schbols to be studied.
(six improving; two declining): The schools Were ,Visite4 by trained: Interviewers who
conducted interviews and administered qUestionnaires to a great many of the school
personnel. The interviews and questionnaires .were designed to identify 'differences
between'the improving and declining schools, Which differences seemed, most impor-
tant to the pupil; performance variation between the two sets of schools. The

' summery resultst follow.
"1. The improving schools are clearly different from the declining schools in the

emphasis their staff places on the accomplishment of 'the basic reading and math-
ematics objective& The improving ools accept and -emphasize the iMportance of
these goals and objectives. while d ining schools give much less emphasis to such
goals and do not s ify.them as fu damental.""

"2. There is a c ear'contrast in th evaluations that teachers and.Principals make
of the students in the improving and blining schools. The staffs of the improving
schools tend to believe that all of their udents can master the basic' objectives; arid
furthermore, the teachers petceive, that the prinicpal shares this belief. They tend
to report higher and increasing levels of student 'ability, while the declining school
teachers project the belief that students' ability levels are low, and, therefore, they
cannot matter even those objectives. .,'

"3 The staff of the improving schools . hold decidedly higher and apparently
increasing levels of expectations with regard to the educational accomplishments of
their students. In contrast, staff of the declining schools are much legs likely, to
believe that their students-will Complete high school or college..

"4. In contrast to the declining Schools, theteachers and principalif of the improv- :.
ing schools are much more i likely to assume responsibility for: teaching the basic
readink and, math skills and are much more committed to doing so. The staffs of the
declining schools feel there is not much that . teachers can neto. to influence the ,..
achievement of their students: They -tend to displace the r&fponsibility for skill.'
learning on the parents or the Students themselves. ,

.. "5. Since the teachers in'the declining; schools believe that there is little they can
do to infidence basic skill learning, it follows they spend less time in direct reading'
instruction than dateachers in the improVing schools: With the greater emphasis on

reti'ding and math objectives in the iiiiprOVing schools,..the staffs in these schools
"devote a much greater amount of,,time toward achie$ing, reading, and math objec-,
tives,

"6, There seems to'he E.ol'eal.,difference in the principal's role in the improving
and declining ,sChOolg.3ri the anproving schools, the principal is more likely to be an
instructional leader, be more assertive in his instructional leadership role; is more
Of .disciplinarian and perhaps most of all, assumes responsibility for the evaluation
of ,the- aehlOmment of basic objectives. The principals in the declining schools

..:; 'appear to be permissive and to emphasize informal and collegial relationships with
%: the teachers. They put more emphasis on general public relations and leis emphasis

upon evaluation of the school's effectiveness in providing a basic education for the
students.

"7. The improving school staffs appear to evidence a greater degree of a. ceptance
of the concept of accountability- and are further along in the developme t of an
accountability Model. Certainly they accept the MEAP tests as one mdi tien of
their effectiveness to a much greater degree than the declining school s S. The
latter tend to reject the relevance of the MEAD tests and make little .use of these
assessment devices as a. reflection of their instruction. (NEAP refers to Michigan
Educational Assessment Program.) . .

"8. Generally, teachers in the improving schools are less satisfied,than the staffs
' in the declining schools. The higher levels of reported staff satisfaction and morale

in the declining schools seem to reflect a pattern of complacency and: satisfaction
with the current leveleo educational attainment. On the other hand, the iniprov! .";-.
ing school staffs appear more likely.to experience some tension and dissatisfaction
with the existing condition.

"9, Differences in the level of parent imvolvement in the improving and declining .....:
schools are not clear cut. It seems that there is less overall parent:involvement in
the improving schools; however, the improving School staffs indicated that their , ..

schools have 'higher leVels of parent initiated involvenient..Thia suggests that 'we
need to look more closely at the nature Of the involvement exercised by parents.

22
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Perhaps parent initiated contact with the schools represents au effective instrument
of educational change.

"10. The compensatory edudation program dap suggests differences between im-
proving and declining schools, but these differffices may be distorted by the fact
that one of the declining schools had just initiated a compensatory education pro-
gram. In general, the improving 'schools are not characterized by a high emphasis
uponparaprofessional staff, nor heavy 'involvement of the regular teachers in the
selection of students to be placed in compensate education pprograms. The declin-
ing schools seem to have a greater, number of erent's -ini/olvedln reading
instruction and more teacher. involvement in ident" g students who are to' be'
placed in compensatory education programs. The r ar clast3rOom teachers in the.
declining schoola report spending more time planning for noncompensatory educa-
tinstruction."ion rending activities. The decliners also report greater emphasis on programmed

"
Before making summary remarks about the policy import *of these several studies,

I want to say-something of my own research, "Search. for Effective Schools: The
Identification and Analysis of City .Schools That Are. Instructionally Effective for
Poor Children." " This discussion will describe our -ongoing effects to identify and
analyze city sch Is that are instructionall effective for poor 'and /or minority
chil ren.'I am. to note that.we have already developed unusually: persuasive
evidence of the we seek' to demonstrate in the research under discussion. Our
thesis is t all c dren are eminently educable,,and the behavior of the school is
critical i# determining the quality of that education,.

The "Search' for Effective Schools" project began by answering the question: "Are
there schools tharareinstruCtionallk effective for poor children?" In September of
1974, Lezotte,Edmonds, andliatner described their analyeis'ofpupil Performance in
the twenty elementary, schools that make up Detroit's ModelCities Neighborhood."
All of the schools are located in inner -city Detroit and serve a predominantly Poor
and minority pupil population. Reading and math scares. were analyzed' from De-
troit's spring '1.973 use of the Stanford Achievement Test and the Iowa Test of Basic
Skills. Of the:40,000. pupils in the 20 schools in the Model Cities' Neighborhood,
2,500 were randomly: sampled. With minor, variation, the" sample included eight'
pupils per classroom in each of the 20 schools. The mean math and reading scores
for the 20 schools were compared: with citywide norms. An effective school among
the 20 was defined as being at or-above the city average grade equivalent in math.

. and reading. An ineffective school was defined as' below the .citi average...Using-
these criteria, 8 of the 20 schools were judged effective in teaching math. Nine were

- judged effective in teaching reading and /five were judged effective in teaching both .
math and reading.

We turned next to -the. Pioblem of>establiehirig the relationship between pupil
family background and-building effectiveness. Two schools' among the twenty,-Duf-
field and Bunche, were found that'were ,matched on the basis of. eleven -social
indicators. Duffield, pupils averaged nearly 4 months above. the city average in
reading and math. Bunch.e pupils averaged nearly 3 months below the city reading
average and 1:5 months below the city math average.

The similarity in the characteristics of the two pupil populations permits us to
infer the importance of school behavior in making pupil performanCe independent
of family background. The overriding point here is that, in and of itself, pupil '

fimily background neither causes nor precludes elementary school instructional
effectiveness.

Despite the value of our early work in Detroit, we recognized the limitation of the
Model Cities' Neighborhood analysis. Our evaluation of school success with poor

. children had depended on evaluating schools with relatively homogeneous pupil
populations. The numbers of schools were too few to justify firm conclusions. Final-
ly, the achievement tests were normative, as was the basis for determining building
effectiveness among the 20 schools. Even so, valuable lessons were learned in
Detroit from which we would later greatly. profit.

The second phase of the project was a reanalysis of the 1966 Equal Educational
Opportunity Survey (EEOS) data." Our purpose was to answer a number of re-

, pp Cit. Brookover and Lezotte. "Changes in School Characteristics
"Edmonds, R. R., and Fredericksen, J. R. "Search for Effective Schools: The Identification

and Analysis of City Schools. That Are Ituitructionally. Effective for. Poor Children." Center for
Urban Studies, Harvard University, Cambridge, 1978. .

22 Lezotte, Larry; Edmonds, Ronald; and Ratner, Gershon. "Remedy for School Failure to
Equitably Deliver Basic School Skills." Center for Urban Studies, Harvard University, Canal.
bridge, BUBB. 1974

.2, FrederikBen, John. "School Effectiveness and Equality' of Educational Opportunity." Center
for Urban Studies, Harvard University, 1975. .
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---- 'search questiomi that required_a_data_bpse-hoth-1 er and richer than had been
available to us in the Model Cities' Neighborhood an is. We retained our interest
in identifying instructionally effective schools for the poor, but in addition we
,wanted to study the effects of schools on children having differiint social back
grounds.' Suoist,Lui inquiry would permit us to evaluate school contributions to
educational outcomes independent of our ability to match schools on the basis of the
socioeconomic characteristics of their pupils.

Summarizing and oversimplifying results, we found at least 55 effective schools in
the Northeast quadrant of the ,EEOS Our summary 'definition of school effective-
ness required that each school eliminate the' relationship between successful per-
formance and family background. The effective schools varied widely in racial
contrition, per pupil eXpenditute, and Other presumed determinants of school

In our re-analysis of the EEOS, separate evaluations of the Schools were made for
subgroups of pupils of different races and home background. Schools were found to
be consistently effective .(or ineffective) in teaching subgroups of their pulations
that were homogeneous'in race and ecomomic condition. These schools

po
were not

found-to be consistently effective in teaching children of differing economic condi-
tion and race. School effectiveness for a given level on Coleman's home items scale
extended across racial lines. The prime factors which condition a school's instruc-
tional effectiveness appear to be principally economic and social, rather than racial.

Without seeking to match 'effective and ineffective schools on,mean social back -
ground' variables, we found that the schools that were instructionally effective. for
poor .and black children were indistinguishable from the instructionally less effec-
tive schools on measures of pupil social, background (mean father's and mother's
education, category of occupation, percentage of white students, mean family size,
and percentage of intact families). The large differences in performance between the
effective and ineffective schools could not therefore be attributed to differences in
the social class and.family backgroUnd of pupils enrolled in the schools. This finding,
is in striking contrast to that of other analysts of the EEOS, who have generally,

- concluded that variability in performance levels from school to school is only mini-"
many related to institutional characteristics.

A very great proportion of the American people believe that family background'
and home environment are principal causes of the quality of pupil performance. In
fact, no notion about schooling is more widely..helct than the belief that the family is
somehow a principal determinant of whether kr not a child will do well in ached.
The popularity of that belief continues partly because many social scientists mak:
opinionmakers continue to espouse the belief that family background Ais chie
cause of the quality of pupil performance. Such 'a belief has the effect of absolving
educators of their professional responsibility to be instructionally effective.

While recognizing the importance of family background in developing a child's
character, personality, and intelligence, I cannot overemphasize my rejection of the
notion that a school- is relieved of its instructional obligations when teaching the
children of the poor. .I re'ect such a notion partly because I recognize the existence
of schools that .succeesfd y teach basic school skills to all children. Such success
occurs partly because these schools are..determined to serve all their pupils without
regard to family background. At the sain,time, these schools recognize the nepessi,
ty of modifying curricular design, text selection, teaching strategy, etc., in response
to differences in family background among pupils in theitchool. Our findings strong-
ly recommend that all Schools be held responsible for effectively teaching basic
school skills to all' children. We recommend future studies df school and teacher
effectiveness consider the stratification design as a means for investigating the
separate relationship of programs and policies for pupils of differing family and
social background. Information about individual: student family background and
'social class is essential in our analysis if we are to disentangle the separate effects
of pupil background and school social class makeup on pupil achievement. More-
over, studies of school effectiveness should be multivariatc- in character and employ
longitudinal records'of pupil achievement in a variety of areas of school learning.

The "Search for Effective Schools Project" is now completing its analysis of social
class, family background, and-pupil performance for all Lansing, Mich. pupils in
grades three through seven. We have identified five Lansing schools in which
achievement seems-mdependefit of pupil social class. The achievement data are:
local and normative; and state and criterion. We use both seta of data to identify
schools inwhich all pupils are achieving beyond minimum objectives including most
especially those children of low'social class and poverty f background. We are
now, gathering similar data for Detroit pupils in the elementary grades in schools
whose pupil population is at least 15 percent poor.



The onsite study of Lansing's effective schools as compared to ineffective schools
is scheduled to commence during the 1978-79 school year. Our basic notions of the
character and origin. of effective and ineffective school differences derives frota work
we've already done in combination with ideas on school effects that I've held for a
long time.", On the basis of the review of the literature in this paper and the
"Effective Schools" project's earlier study in Detroit Model Cities and EEOS's.
Northeast quadrant I would offer the following with respect to the distinguishing

." characteristics of schools that are instructionally effective for poochildren.
What effective schools share is a climate in which it is incumbent on all personnel

to he instructionally effective for all pupils. That is not of course- a very profound
jnaiglit but it does define the proper lines of research inquiry.

What ought to, be focused on are questions such as: What is the origin of that
climate of instructional responsibility, if it dissipates what causes it to do so; if it
remains what keeps it functioning? Our tentative answers are these.: Some schools
are Instructionally effective for the poor because they have a tyrannical principal
who compels the teachers to bring all children to a minimum level of mastery of
basic skills: Some schools are effective because they have a QV-generating teacher
corps that has a critical mass of dedicated people who are committed to be effective
for all the children they teach. Some schools are effective because they have a

politicized parent-teacher organization that holds the schools to close instruc- :

tional. account. The point here is to make clear at the outset that no one model
explains school effectiveness for the poor or any other social class Subset. Fortunate-
ly children know how to learn in more ways than we know how to teach thus
permitting great latitude in choosing instructional strategy. The great problem in
schooling is that we know how to teach in ways that can Iceep some children from
learning most anything and we often choose to thus' proceed when dealing, with the
children of the poor.

Thus, one of the cardinal characteristics of effective -schools is that they are as
anxious to avoid things that don't work as they are committed to implementing
things that do. ,

I want to close this by discussing as unequivocally as I can what seem to me the
most ngible and indispensable characteristics of effective schools. They have
strong administrative leadership without which the disparate elements of- good
schooling can be neither brought together nor kept together. Schools that are
instructionally effective for poor children have a climate of expectation in which no

'children are permitted to fall below minimum but efficacious levels of achievement.
The school's atmosphere is orderly without being rigid, quiet without being oppres-
sive, and generally conducive to the instructional business at hand. Effective schools
get that way partly by making it clear that pupil acquisition of basic school skills
takes predence over all other school activities. When necessary school energy and
resources can be diverted from other business in furtherance of the fundamental
objectives. The final effective school characteristic to be set down is that there 'must
be some means by which pupil progress can be' frequently monitored. These means
may be as traditional as classroom testing on the day's lesson or as advanced as
criterion referenced, systemwide standardized measures. The point is that some
means must exit :It in-the school by which the principal and the teachers remain
constantly aware of pupil progress in relationship to instructional objectives. \

Two final points: , ow many effective schools would you have to see to be
persuaded of the educability of poor children? If your answer is more than one than
I submit that you have reasons of your own for preferring to believe that basic pupil
performance derives from family background instead of school response to family
background. Second, whether or not we will ever' effectively teach the children or
the poor is probably far more a matter of politics than of social science and that is
as it should be. .

It seems to me therefore that what is left of this discussion are three declarative
statements. We can whenever, and; wherever we choose, successfully teach all xhil-
dren whose schooling is of interest to us:. We already know more than'we need, to do
what I just said. Whether or not we do it must finally depend on how we feel about
the fact that we haven't so far.

Mr. Mumma: Thank you. You are a gifted and intriguing wit-
ness. It was a pleasure to listen,to your testimony.

It has been a long time since I have heard anyone approach the
careful analysis of school integration in the fashion in wlfiah you
have done it It is fascinating. My only regret is that the members

11 Edmonds, R. ft "Alternative Patterns for thebistribution of Social Services." Equality and
Social Policy, Walter Feinberg, ed. University of Illinois Press, 1978.
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of thi-honorable-body.-on-whichlearve_r-oulditothave been_l?enefit-
'ed bye that analysis before they voted yesterday on the Collins
amendMent, which will impede school desegregation and the ef-
forts of the Justice Department

I have a number of questions for you
First, in the matter of the compensatory programs paid for in the

main by the Federal Government, my impression is they would not
be needed if a public policy such as you advocate were in effect. In
the absence of such public policy, how effective do you believe these'
policies to be, with particular emphasis on title I and the Headstart
programs?

The second question is politicah What is your assessment and
evaluation of the need for a .separate Department of Education?.,
Moreover, do you believe a separate Department of Education
would facilitate equity in the public schools? .

My third question is a little more specific: What can I do to begin
to facilitate the kind of public policy that you advocate? Because of
the vested interest of private schools and the States' desire to
control education, this gets to be a very touchy issue; quite frankly,
I am in a quandary as to what we can do. I must confess that I
very often vote' for various educational programs such as Headstart
based upon what has happened to the ,participant, rather than
what has happened to the school.

Let me assure you that your status as the last member of the
panel has nothing to do with the fact that the Chair is occupied by
one who is black. We are not practicing a reverse discrimination.
We are glad to hear from you, and if you so desire you may follow
the pattern of Dr. Edmonds by summarizing your written
statement.

Thank you very much for sacrificing to be with us:

STATEMENT OF DR. PAUL HILL, SENIOR SOCIAL SCIENTIST,
RAND CORP.

Dr. Him. The only discrimination I suffer is that I am being put
behind a tough act to follow.

I have some prepared remarks which I submit for the record.
I will address first the effectiveness of. ESEA title I, and second,

the effectiveness of compensatory instruction in improving the aca-
demic performance of disadvantaged children.

I think, as a result of my research, title I, is a reasonably effec-
tive program. It attains the basic objectives Congress has set for it

Congress intended that title I direct funds to areas with large
numbers of low-income children. Results of the study I directed for
NIE indicate tW the program is effective in doing so--in fact, title
I funding patterns favor places with large concentrations of low-
income children more sharply than any other Federal 'program of

. grants-in-aid to jurisdictions.
congress intended that title I funds bp used to provide-additional

educational services to disadvantaged children. The NIE study re-
sults show that title I does produce additional services, and that
the services make a real contribution to those children's educa-
tional experience.

Congress hoped that title 1 services Would contribute to the de-
velopment of the children who receive them. Recent research indi-
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---catexthatchlidren-hirtypical-title-1-prograrns-are-grewing-academi-
cally at a higher rate than they would without the program.

The program, Mr. Chairman, has problems. It can do almost
everything it does, better. The new ESEA bill. makes a serious
effort to address those problems; Title I does not solve all the
problems; does not come dose. Federal programs, in fact, can only
go so far.

For example, the Federal Government cannot deliver educational
services at the local level. It has to work through the States and
localities

Second, Federal funding is now and will continue to be only a
small fraction of total funds spent on education. Title I, with over a
$2.5. million exRenditure, is still only 5 percent of 'the total expendi-
ture of elementary and secondary education. That is spread well
over 100,000 schools. That is a very small investment relative to
the total scale of ifienientary and secondary education. A Federal
program, that investment is meant to exert leverage on a very
large system. I think title I does that; in fact, I think the achieve-
ment of the prog.ram is very geheral. It has made disadvantaged
children clients of a system which has neglected them in part-. That
fact is not significant nor important for minority children, it is
important for all children who may find themselves low achieving.

In fact, title I, despite the fact it serves many minority children,-
more than half the students it serves are white, 54 percent. The
reasons for that are ,there are many white people in the country
and there are many coming to school who are low achieving. Title I
prov,ides the impetus for blacks and whites who may be unreward-
ing to the teachers initially because they doot have the immedi-
ate response to instruction, and there is the need to give those
children special attention.

I hope I am not coming out as a strong apologist for the program
as the answer to our problems; I do not believe it is, but I believe it
is a valuable effort.

The second topic is*the effectiveness of compensatory instruction.
I mean to distinguish that from the title I program; it does more.

Here I am looking at what happens to children in the classroom.
Do they grow? The message is simple, disadvantaged children can
now gain at the same rate per year as average children. That was
not so in.the early days of title I. Those first attempts showed that
despite delivering special services, students receiving those services
were not growing at the same rate as the 'average students of their,
age. Now, apparently, most students under title I and other com-
pensatory programs are growing at that rate.

The improvement is caused by the greater attention and the
greater pressure on the local agencies to implement programs seri-
ously, and the guarantee of special services is given to children
coming into the classroom behind others. There is no new curricu-
lum that magically creates a greater level of achievement It is the
attention to the instruction of these children of the kind that Dr.
Edmonds referred to. That really is the reason for the improving.
performa.nce of compensatory instruction.

I would like to draw attention to, a controversy as to compensa-
tory instruction, that is, the summer drop-off controversy.
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4t-was-once,inferreit-these-students-would-gain-during-the-school---:--
year but then forget during the summer. That led to the idea the
program had a temporary effect which went away.

There is strong evgidence that fenr is not well-founded; that com-
pensatory. education students gain at an average rate during the
year and they do not forget during the, summer. Unfortimately,
they do not particularly gain in their academic progress in the
summer. In contrast, those of an average status or higher do not
flatten-obt 'They gain as much during the summer as they do
durine,,the' regular school year. The implications are; first, that
compensatory education students are catching up; they are defi-
nitely doing better than they would without compensatory. instruc-
don.

I: have a much more. detailed analysis of this problem I would
like entered into the record.

Mi. MITCHELL. Without objection.'
Testimony resumes on p. 35.]
The information referred to above follows:1
SUMMER DROP-OFF AND THE:EFF'ECTIVELNESS OF COMPEN£?ATORY INSTRUCTION .

(By Paul T. Hill)' -
In recent years no discussion of the effects of compensatory instruction has been

complete without, reference to the summer drop-off phenomenon', The knowledge
that disadvantaged students fall farther behind national norms during the summer
months has greatly complicated effOrts to understand how much compensatory
education students are learning and how much good compensatory' programs are
doin.,

Magny researchers and policyrnakers have taken the evidence of summer drop-off
to mean that compensatory instructional programs are not doing children any good..
The summer drop-off phenomenon thus has important implications for the future of
compensatory education. My purpose in this paper is to explain the meaning and
significance of summer drop-off. I shall aiirue that the drop-off is more apparent
than real, i.e., that compensatory education students do not suffer any absolute
decline in their academic skills during the summer.

After a brief general introduction, the paper will consist of the following sections:
(1) Evidence for the existence of summer drop-off; (2) different interpretations of the
phenomenon; (3) the significance Of the different interpretations;, and (4) implica-
tions for policy and research.

GENERAL4NTRODUCTION

Early efforts to evaluate compensatory instruction paid little or no attention to
summer drop-off. They were concerned with estimating students' gains during the
school year; becaurte the early studies were generally negative, no one thought to
ask whether disadvantaged students lost their school year gains duiing the summer.
More recent studies, however, have produced far more favorable estimates of the,
amount that compensatory education students learning during the school year. The
series of studies conducted by SRIs Education Policy Research Center

'"Thomas
and

Pelavin (1976), Pelavin aed David (1977), and David and Pelavin (197'7),, has repeat-
edly shown that studeng who receive compensatory reading and Mathematics in-
struction learn at or above the "normal" rate of 1.0 months per month of instruc-
tion during the schobl year. The Study of Instructional Dimensions, conducted as
part of the NIE Compensatory Education Study, found even greater rates of gain
during the school year for students in selected "well imp mented" Title I'prOgrams.
Early results of the multi-year USOE/SDC Sustaining tudy appear to be
consistent with this pattern.

Though none of these studies showed com nsato struction to be worldng
uniformly well all across the country, they` do indi that many disadvantaged
students are, learning at a desirable rate during the school year. On those grounds

Prepared for the CEMREL Conference on Teaching and Learning in Urban Schools, St.
Louis, Mo., Jiity 1978. This papenexpresses the personal views of the author; it is not a product
of the Rand Corp.,nor does It represent the policy or opiniond-of Rand.
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Petialli-insight-of4the-very discoliraging-reunits-u.1-enrlyTitlel .

compensatory instruction might be at least tentatively called a success. But re-
eearchers, ever cautious, have found good reasons to continue withholding juclk
merit. Thomas and Pelavin (1976), for example, found that compensatory education
atudents.in the. aggregate, were still not keeping pace with' the nor= for children
their,age. Though Title I students hid attained normal rates of growth' during the
sthbol year, the- gapabetween their performance .and that of students at the 50th.
percentile continued to widen as the children got older. Thomas and Pelavin rea-'

(1.sonedthat the widening gap could Caused by a "summer lose." In a later study,
pelavin..and David ,(1977) aemonstrated that compentiatory education students' grade
equivalent scores declined over the summer. They concluded that "large increases in

school year achievement are not sustained even until the nextlall."
As a esult of these and similar findings, discussions about the effectiveness of

compensatory instruction have .become both 'complicated 'and confused: Some have
:aiguedthat the highiateri of gain during the school year nre proof that Students are
benefiting:They regard the recent improvements in students performance on the
.basic literary tests administered by .the National Assessment. of Educational prok.

as corroborating evidence that overrides any questions about summer drop-off.
On the other side, some agree with David and Pelavin. (1977) that "evaluations
should measure program effectiveness over a period of time longer than the school,

. 'year,"- and that, due to summer drop-off, compensatory instruction cannot be judged

. The latter view has had a definite impact on poliaimakereviews of the validity 9f
the "national .compensator education strategy.. During the recent preparations for
reauthorization of ESEA Title I (in :which I participated) several,. high -level HEW
officials 'cited . the summer .drbp-off findings. as grounds for thinking. that current
com_pensatory education programs are "doing: no good."*Though'such doubts are.

ely. to cause the Federal Government .to. decrease its fundi for elementary
. mid:secondary. education, 'they are eroding support for the current, programs of.
"special educational services for individual educationally disadvcintaged children. .

Alternatfire Federal strategies, based on leas precisely targeted aid, for the general
improVement of instruction in selected.school buildings, are gaining strong support
among high offieials in USOE and other parts of HEW.

EVIDENCE FOR THE. SUMMER CROP -OFF

The best evidence is prOvided.by two of the SRI ports cited. above. Pelavin and
. David (1977) -and David and Pelavin (1977) used I gitUdinal ,files of test scores -

obtained from a number of compensatory edUcatio programs to compare'. Title I
students gains in grad uivalent scores 'for two e periods: the. standard ace- .. .

nndec year and the calendar year7between entry to one grade and entry intothe .

next. Gains for he academic year were computed as the difference in grade equiva-
lent scores n fall and spring testing.. Gains for the' calendar year -.were
computed as ,g;' erence between .fall teetscores.in one year and fall test, ores
in the su ear. Table 1, taken from Pelavin and David, gives .a reiresenta-
tive exampl results. Table 2 (also from Pelavin and David) gives a awn"-
mary of the and rates of gain for the same students. , .

In general, compensatory' education 'students in City M gained more than agrade-
equiValent year between their entry into a grade and the beginning of the following'
summer 'vacation. Their calendar year gains, however, were much smaller.., Most.'.

. gained less than a grade-equivalent year in a. calendar year. The difference between
. the larger school.year gain and the smaller calendar year gain is what Pelavin and
' David called the summer drop-off. For students in.City M, the summer drop-off.was

at least 2.9 gradd-equivalent months (5th grade) and as:great as 5.1 gradeequivalent
months (3rd grade),

TABL11.- -CITY. M MEANSAND STANDARD DEVIATIONS IN GRADE EQUIVALENTS FOR THE GATESMicGINITIE READING TESTS-pi!
GRADE FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS WITH AT,LEAST THREE`CONSECUTIVE TEST POINTS

,N Fall Sprihg Fall

272 2.21 3.20\ * 2.78
(1.04) (1.42) (0.96)

931 2.65 3.58 . 118
(0.83) (1.19) (0.96)

980' ,, 3.26 4.30 .01
(0.99) (1.38) )

316 3.85 4.78
(1.21 (142),

'128 C3- 5 I (.21575) 95. ,
, (1,24) ,. (1.68) (1.V %
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STUDENTS

AND -MONTHLY
AT. LEAST THREE TEST POINTS -

TABLE 2.CITY ACINEyEMENrGAINSIN
WITH

ENt-PERIODOrTIMETORPUBLICICHOOL

[Grade- Equivalent Metric".

'Achievement in grade-
equivalent months,

' N

3
4
5
6
7

272
931
9
380316
128

Monthly achievement rates

II ? -III IV

Fall to . Fall to

Fall to Fall to Spring Fall

- Spring Fall (1+7) ... (11+.10) \;

. 10.6

L99.30.4
.3

, 9.0

5.5 1.5 0.6

5.3 1.3 .5

7.5 1.5 .8

5.7 . -1.3 .6. -,"

6.0 1.3

'The achievement Is based on the means in Table 1.

Pelavin and pavid repeated the analysis for several cities' compensatory edUca-.
tion 'programs, and most, butnot all, showed compensatory education students to be.-
farther behind at the end of the summer than aethe beginnifig.1 They concluded .

that the dropoff Phenomenon .is common, if not universal,- among compensatory
'education students. u"

INTERPRETATION OF SUMMER DROP -OFF. .

'- The data in Tables 1 and 2 appear to :demonstrate that compensatory education
students know less when they report for school in the fall than when they left in
the spring. Pelavin (1977) has drawn that conclusion expressly, writing that stu-
dents suffer an "achievement loss" and that during the sumnier skills are "forgot-
ten." 7, '

Within the past .few months,, however, new evidence has called the "forgetting"
Interpretation into quebt' ion. The best recent research has shown that many corn-
pensatory education students are not suffering performance declines during the,
summer. Two studies of achieVement during the 1976 -77 and 19'77-78 school years::
(NIE's InstUCtional Dimensions Study and:USOE's study of the Sustaining Effects of
Coinpensatory Education) are now producing preliminary results of fall-sOring-fall
comparisons for longitudinal samples 'of compensatory education students. These
studies are important because, they were both expressly designed to trace individual
children's achievement growth over the summer months. Both of the studies will
produce data on students' absolute achievement levels as well as their norm-refer;
enced scores.. Unlike earlier studies, which had to rely on data collected by school
districts and state education agencies, these studies obtained their. own test scores
under very rigorous control.. The OE-Sustaining Effects Study,' in addition, tested a
.Very large nationally representative sample of :domPensatory edtKation students. Its
results on: summer drop-off are clearly .the best available. ..

Tables 3 and '4 are derived from the first public report on the' Sustaining Effects
Study's firet Public report on stftnmer drop-off.insert,

The gap between compensabiry education students and the national norms can widen during,:
the summer even if compensatory students skills do not decline. If the norm group's average
performance rises over an interval of 'time (say, the summer), a given student's performance
must rise proportionately if he is to maintain his relative position. A student whose perform-
once does not rise will receive a lower score on any norm-referenced test '(as, of 'course, will
those whose' performance has either fallen or risen-less rapidly than the norm group's). From
noira-referenced-scores-aloneileis impossible to know whether a particular student's perform-
ance has declined, risen,. or stayed the same. Since most norm-referenced tests assume some .

growth during the summer, students whose performance is constant can indeed receive lower
norm-referenced scores. In fact, as Stenner (1978) has demonstrated, many tests assume that
students perfoance will increase faster during the 'summer than during the school year. Thus,
substantial suer losses in norm- referenced scores can occur for Students whose performance
has not declined. (

.



TABLE 3.MEAN READING AND MATH SCORES FOR FIVE COHORTS OF STUDENTS OVER THREE TEST ADMINISTRATIONS'

,Cohort grades October 1916 ' May 1977 October 1977

READING

1-2 .. -331 391 401

2-3 - 315 419 425

3-4 411 450 449

4-5 440 412 r 416

5-6 461 488 494
I MATH

1-2 314 380

2-3 353 410 412

3-4 .399
448

459
501

455
498____

1--6 471 526 529

'Adapted from Hoepfner, 1918:

TABLE 4.SPRING-FALL CHANGES IN MEAN READING AND MATH SCORES FOR FIVE COHORTS OF STUDENTS,' -

Cohort grades Reading Mathematics

4

c-3

4-5
5-6

10

6

4

6

6

2 .4.3
3

.'Adapted from Hoepfner, 1918.

Though NIE's results will not be released until September 1978, preliminary
analyses of 'their data have produced results similar to those in Tables 3 and 4.

The Sustaining Effects Study data present a very different picture of the summer
drop-off phenomenon than was inferred' from Tables' 1 and 2. Disadvantaged stu-
dents' achievement scores change very little during the summer: most' changes are
positive but all the-changes are very small. The best conclusion from these data is
that children's achievement neither increases nor decreases during thg summer.

Two very different interpretations of the, summer drop-Off phenomenorriiie there-
fore possible. The first, illustrated by Figure 1, can be called "forgetting." Compen-
satory education students know less in the fall -than in the previous spring. The
second, illustrated in Figure 2, can be called "no growth in summer." Compensatory .

education students know as much in-the fall as in the previous spring. Under either
interpretation, 50th percentile students are assumed to learn at a steady rate year-
round. Compensatory education students fail farther behind 50th percentile stu-
dents eac.h year; but they fall back 'more dramatically under the "forgetting".
interpretation. The 'crucial-difference' between the two is that the "forgetting"
interpretation says that a great part of what students learn during the school year
is lost in the summer.2 Ni

Practicing educators who are familihr with all children's return to the state of nature during
the summer, months .may fond it hard to believe that children do not truly "forget." It is
important to remember that most fall testing takes place in 'October or later, long after the
'readjustment to school has taken place. The "forgetting" interpretation thus assumes a true loss
of skills; not just a short-lived rustiness in the-first week of school.

, .
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The "forgetting" and "no-suninisrgedntnterpretatiOnii-litiververy-clifferent-implie
cations for judgments about the value of compensatory instruction. To demonstrate
those differences it is Invoitunt to understand the standards of judgment now
being used in policy discussions:

... The first, more modest standard is whether the program is 'doing any gOod for
individual students. If students are learning more than they would without compen-
satory instuctionJhat standard is met,

The second, more ambitious, standard is whether the .program s bringing stu-, '
dents up to the average achievement, levels of children their age. This standard is
met only if the achievement levels of Compensatory education students are coriVerg-
ing on the national norms.'

The "forgetting" model 'strongly implies 'that, conipeniatory instruction meets
neither of these standards. As Thomas has. argued, the large school year gains
resulting from compensatory instruction are:Offset bysummer losses, to tha effect
that students will have learned no more after'several years of compensatory instruc-
tion than.they would have done without it. Thus; the investmentof public money
and children's timein co pensateryinstruction is wasted.

In contrast; the "no-au mer gam model: implies that disadvantaged children
make real genii; ',during the school year. Unlike 50th percentile students, whose
skills grow even when they are out ,of school, disadvantaged students learn. only
when they are receiving formal instruction.'Compensatory progranis that increase
students' learning rates when they are in schecil,are thus vitally' important.

Asi have argued above, the best recent evidence suggestii that the "no-summer
gain" modes is more accurate than "forgetting.," On those grounds compensatory
instruction appears' to met the first standard, and not the second. It is thus ,doing
some Foodbut not, according to the highly desirable second standard, doing enough,
to be judged an unqualified success. . . . :. .

The recent 'scholarly and policical discussion of:summer drop-off. has not recogl
nized the difference between the "forgetting" and "no-summer gain" interpreta-
tions. Most, but not all, participants have' implicitly adopted the "forgetting" model
because it was intuitively 'consistent with SRI's data. (It also seemed to be the only
explanation for the ever widening gap between the achievement levels of compensa-
tory education students and the:national norms. An inapection of Figures 1 and .2,
however, will demonstrate that the "no-summer gain"'model also explains the gap'.
If the term "summer drop-off" is to retain any meaning, it should be redefined to
refer to "this- relative, not absolute, deCline in aisadvantaged students' learning.)

IMPLICATIONS COMPENSATORY EDUCATION PpLICY. AND RESEARCH

This section reviews the implications, of the evidence about stininrr'drop,Off for
three questions: (1),whether to continue supporting Compensatory unitruction; (2)
how to increase the gains children derive from cempensatory instruction; and (3)
what may be the limits of public programs of compensatory instruction. .

Whether to Continue Supporting Compensator* Instruction. A loose restatement
of the conclusions of the preceding section is that compensatory instruction is doing
some good, but not enough to make is happy. Whether it should be continued
depends first, onthe importance of the .objective of raising the achievement levels of
disadvantaged children, and second on th'e existence of more promising alternatives.
. About the first, there seems to-be little doubt about the strength of the national"
commitment to improving education for the disadvantaged. ESKA Title .I, Follow
Through, and state compensatoryeducation programs have flourished through years
of criticism and many, discouraging evaluations. Congress is -about to reauthorize
Title I and fund it at more than three tinier the level appropriated in 1965. Those
actions reflect the strength of the political coalitions behind Title I at least as'much
as any of the programs 's technical successes. But no amount of .cynicism.about the
legislative process can refute the conclusion that Congress. Supports Title I because
an imperfect effort on behalf Of disadvantaged children is 'better than none at ell.

If Libre are more "promising alternative ways of improving the achievement of
disadvantaged children they are not widely known. Years of research on instruc;
tional processes has _produced some progress (see, for exinriple, Resnik, 1977) but
most of it has refined compensatery instruction rather than building revolutionary 7..

.
.

' A third standard, suggested by Thomas and relaVin (1977). is whetter compensatory instruc-
tion. is improving the life chances of disadvantaged. students. That standard canna be given a' ;'
simple quantitative meaning, since the linkage between achievement levels and ,life chances is,
unknown. If one assumes a close relationship between achievement levels and life chances, then
the first:and third standards are equivalent; if one assumes that life chances are enhanced only
by achievement at or above the national norms, then compensatory instruction must meet the
second standard. .

1

i:F
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alternatves to it. ern ri-rly Childhood alicin Program (ECE) embodiel... ..
an alternative approach, a general restructuring of classroom practises for all

, Students, In hopes' that disadvantaged children will bonofit along with the othors.
This alternative in more congenhitqo the norm& organization of schooling than: the
special services model normally followed in compensatory .etikication, and it aight

..-Aelp many students not now oligible'under Title I and,similar programs. There is,
however, little eVidence about its specific effectiveness for disadvantaged. children.
An .

evaluation of ECE now being initiate(' by the State of California will help
determine whether classroom restructuring is a serious alternative to compensatory
Instruction. . ... .. . . .

.
Possible Ways of Increasing the Gains Children Thrive from Compensatory Instra c-

. tion.-.--Aidde from technical refinements in the quality of compensatory instruction,
'... the way to help 'disadvantaged.; children learn more is to increase (he' rates` of

learning during the summer. If children tin only when they are recciiiing instruc-
tion, an obvious cotinia is to give them instruction .year-round. Polavia'.(1977) and
other propenents of the "forgetting" interpretation are strongly in favoc of summer.
prograras; the "no- summer gain" interpretation leads (albeit less urgently) to the
same prescription. There 'pre, Unfortunately, Some serious problems'. with the
summer school idea. .

One ip..,that existing-surather programs do hot appear to be effective antidotes to
summetp,dropoff. Table 6 presents data from the Sustaining Eff Study. on the
school year and, summer growth of disadvantaged students who amended summer
school...,Theugh many students made small gable during the su mer,' no cohort
gained as rapidly. during the summer as during the. school year. Only one cohort
(4-5 in reading) came dnywhere near to'learning ,one-third as much frornaumraor

. .
school as from regulai school year instruction. .!.;" . . . t.

These data confirm the common belief that existing summer school progreuns do
not have-strong .effects on children's test performance. This may reflect the fact that
existing summer programs are not sharply focused on basic skills instruction: ;Ili
summer programs were designed as exact continuation of school year thsinictiOn,
the results might be more positive., 1

TABLE 5.RATIO OF SUMMER TO SG11001 YEAR GAINS FOR DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS WHO ATTENDED SUMMER SCHOOL'

'Cohort Reading Math

1-2 0.15 , 0.18
.00

32-4 . .00 .00

4-5 .23 .06

t. 5-6 .30 .10

Adapted from Hoepiner, 1978.

.
Cost is another problems -Few school districts can afford large summer programs,

and Title 1 does nit provide additional money for summer operations. School dis-
tricts can elect to use Title I funds for summer, instruction, but must reduce their
regular sfhool year effort t4i- do so. Under the "forgetting" interpretation, it may be
worthwhile to reduce school year instruction' in order to support summer programs,
because 'th'e' school year gams.cAn be seen as ephemeral. Under the. "no-summer
gains" interpretation, however, Bummer instruction is a poor trade for the existing.
school year programs: reducing the level of school year instruction riskp known real
gains for unpredictable effects of summer instruction. A major emphasis on summer
programs should therefore await new funding.

. The third problem with summer programs is insurine.that-1the right stun,.
articipate. There is no. selective compulsory.summer attendance tow

children,ing and disadvantaged: groups are-no-generally in thelhabit of Ben. g
their children to summer school. At present, the students moilCflikety to receive
suramefschooling are _tWedinotnitagi and educatighttiljr advantaged, whose par

fon.spewal training in-itivas .of,PersentiLinterest, and children of working
-Mothers'. who can afford an eipensive forntPf day care.. Public summer schools

would be attractive to many members of these groups. Low income faMilies, not now
in.the habit of .using summer schools, might be slow to respond to the opportunity.
To be successful a sinntner school program must cope with these facts. To my

AnoWledge nobody has thbUght much about how to guarantee that the Children most .
in need of summer instruction would receive it .

v-
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On the aniti grams. . we learn more about.the summer rrrrrrrrr
phenomenon, we may discover the-Ihnita of ...the ability of public programs to
overcome the achievement problems of dinadvaptageit children. Evidence from the
most, W Opoeitive recent studies indicate disadVaistaged children make achievement
galini milli where they..are.recebting formal instruction. Unlike other. children, they
do not gain a "mgtheatnm"-ftern their school-year experiences to carry them
through the summer...Continual exposure to instruction, is therefore very important;
when that is;not.:possible, either because of lack of fufida or because the children
thernselvea. need relief from the regimen of schooling, the children apparently stop
learning. Public prograine may therefore be unable to overcome the problem of
.summer drop-off entirely, Until we understand how summer drop-off occurs, it Will
be impossible tOknow how, or whether, It can becombatted.

The most plausible explanations for the phenomenon concern either the children's
nonschool environment or their own personal aptitudes I for learning. One 'possible
;explanation I is that, the nonachool environment of disadvrnitaged. children hi not
Conducive to learning,- Le., that unlike, more advantaged children they are not
stimulated to practice their reading and mathematice skills at -home or at play. A .
second possible explanation is that low-achieving children have high thresholds for
responding to academic information: intense formal instruction can got through to
them, but other lees intense learning situations cannot,

Neither explanation appears to fit all the facts. For example, high achieving'
children in. Title I 'schools apparently do not suffer a summer drop-off: those chil-
dren live in. the same neighborhood and thus 'experience ,much the same out-of,
school environment, ati.,te 4tudenta whose academic skills do not grow during the
summer. It seems clear, ._',.however, that the,,explanation for summer drop-off lies
somewhere outside the chilijren's schooling experience.

Developing an understanding of summer drop-off will require a mode of research
. that social scientists have come to label as dangerous. An eXamination of children's

habits, attitudes, home environments, and use of leisure tiMe will expose. research
. .ers to the accusation that they are trying to blame the deficiencies of the education-

. el system on the victline of inadequate schooling. Such research. is,. hoWever the
only way tertindersttuid the summer drop-off problem, Without it we .c'rin neither
understand the limits of public tklicy or mamma° the effectiveness of compensatory
instruction.. If we do not pursue these, questions, only the children- stand to lose.
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Dr. Him.. The third point is level of public investment,in public
education. Because Dr. Tollett Made specific reference to this, I am
not referring to public investment in higher education. I am talk-
ing now about the elethentary and - secondary. level: The level is

°; justified by the fact the progr:ams., are delivering. I also think the ' ..

programs could be expanded in funding by as much as 50-PercOnt''
and they will not change at all. That 50-percent expansion would.
simply guarantee that compensatory services would be deliver41:to
all children who need them. Now many children eligible And'needSr ./ : ' '

t
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fortheservices simply do not get thea An 'expansion in the
funding of the program of that scale will not change the character-.
istic effect of the program The effects of compensatory instruction

iwill not be changed, but in terms of the equity provided by ad& ,

tional funding, a substantial increase could be justified.
I do of know of a competing program concept which would help.,.

disadvilntaged children now more than the compensatory Toncept
which the Federal Government is implementing now There are
local initiatives which could be more effective, but as a Federal. I

prograni, I do not knoV that we have one invented which, is, more
effective than this one.

I also feel a vastly greater investment of Federal funding would
require ?a different program concept than the one we have It would: ,
certainly deprive the Federal Government in providing general aid,
not specific aid for specific children, and in many ways a greater \:
investment might reduce the Federal ',overage. I do not mean to ".
make the point the Federal GovernmOnt should stop spending
where it ,is,. but spending in the , absence of improved program
design is of no certain value.

Mr. Chairman,,,,that concludes my remarks.
[The prepared statement of. Dr. Hill follows:j

PREPARED STATEMENT or DR. PAUL T. Una,

. Mr. Chairman, I pia Paul, Till, senior social scientist and director of the Educa-
tion Policy Research, Celiter,. at The Rand Corp. I am now conducting a study of
Federal; management: of categorical programs in education. Before joining Rand I
was dig eetcir of the NIECompensatery Education Study. That study, which 'was
mandated by Congreas"to "-evaluate title I of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act and other _'compensatory edUcation pp:grams, produced a series of reports -,""

- that were used by the House,, and Senate authorizing committees in their recent
deliberations on' ESEA. am testifying today as a private person. The views I shall

,expresS are my own, and not neceSsatily reflect the views of The Rand Corp. or
the Ntitional Institute of Education.

At the committee's request, my testimony will address two topics. The first is the
effectiveness of ESEA title I, the largest Federal program of aid to elementary and
secondary education; The second 'topic is the effectiveness of compensatory instruc-
tion in improving the academic performance of disadvantaged children.

THE EFFECTIVENS OF ESEA TITLE I

I thinkthat ESEA title I is a reasonably effective Federal program. After 4 years
of close study of the program, T am convinced that it fulfills the basic objectives
Congress has set for it.

Congress intended that. title I direct funds to areas with large numbers of low-
income children: Results of the study directed for NIE indicate that the program is
effective in doing soin fact,- title I funding patterns favor -places with large
concentrations of low-income children more sharply than any other Federal pro-
gram of giants in aid to jurisdictions.

Congress intended that title funds be used to provide additional educational
services to disadvantaged children. .The NIE study results. show that title I does
produce additional services, and that the services make areal contribution to those
children's.educational experience.

Congress hopecl.that title I 'services would contribute to the development of the
children who receive them. Recent research indicates that children in typical title I
programs are growing academically 'at a higher rate than they would without the
program.

Note. that I have not said that title I has solved everyone's Miklems, or that it
has guaranteed that every child in the country will reach a desirable level of
,academic Oat Those are unrealistic expectations that I believe exceed the capacity
of any Federal program. Unfortunately; standards of that , kind. haVe been held up
against title I and other compensatory education programs in the past.



results. Many evaluations of Federal elementary and secondary education programs
have adOpted a narrow view of effectiveness, assuming that the sole purpose of
Federal aid is to improve the reading test scores of participating children. The fact
that title I funds are used by many school districts to provide instruction in subjects
other than reading, and that the quality of services delivered vary enormously from
one school district to another, have been forgotten in the effort to provide a single
"bottom line" effectiveness measure. The result has been that the effects of several .

. kinds of programssuccessful and unsuccessftil reading programs and other unre-
lated programs like mathematics and social serviceshave all been confounded.
Nobody has been able to say whether the progranrworks or not. Opponents have
argued that since the program wasn't a proven success it should be considered a
failure.

The evaluations of compensatory education programs like title I have been confus-
ing because they tried to answer a very large question with data that bore on only a
part of it. In the real world, compensatory education programs are a rich and varied
set of actiVities.. No single bit of information is sufficient to answer the question of

,:whether compensatory education 'works. Compensatory education involves the Fed-,
emit Governmentevery Stet's, and 14,000 school districts, in spending over $2.5
billion to deliver srial services to nearly 6 million children. School districts
exercise a wide rang of choices in selecting students, to _receive services and decide
which services to deliver., Some districts use the money only for reading programs,
while others emphasize mathematics or mixtures of language arts and mathematics;
some even provide needed health and nutritional services. Some districts provide
Very intense services to a few children, while others try .to give something extra to
every needy youngster. .; --s

The Federal compensatory education program is thus not a tightly coordinated
activity likely to, produce uniform results everywhere. Compensatory education, at
least as embodied in title I, is a diverse effort that involves every level of the
AmeriCan educational system.

That is why simple measures of children's achievements rates are not conclusive
in the debate over the value of the Federal compensatory education program.
Evaluating the Federal compensatory education program is like asking whether any
other broad set of activities and techniquessay, the T-formation offense in foot-
ballworks. The answer has to depend on how well it is implemented in each
particular instance and what problems are encountered.

Researchers and the press have faken more than 10 years to understand that the
effects of compensatory,education cannot be neatly summarized by the results of a
reading test. In contrast, the education committees in Congress have taken a broad-
er and more optimistic view of the program's effects. Congress has reauthorized the
title I program three times, and nearly tripled its annual appropriations, despite the
fact that researchers could never agree on how much the individual title/I child was
lbarning, In doing this, I believe that Congress was not stubbornly sticking with a
worthless program; it was instead continuing an effort that has accomplished pre-
cisely what was intended.

The real achievement of the Federal compensatory education program is that it has
caused all the States and virtually every school. district to take Choir responsibilities
to disadvantaged children seriously. In the 12 years since title I began in 1965,
children in the poorest- and most neglected areas have beCome \important clients of
the educational system. Children served in title I programs get measurably different
and more intense instructional services than students in wealthier schools in the
same school districts. Many State and local educators admit that disadvantaged .
children were likely to get distinctly inferior services before the advent of title I.

Title I has made its, in several ways: First, by providing extra money so
that special services to disadvantaged children did not take funds away from the -

regular hool program; second, by regulating the use of Federal funds to guarantee
that they e indeed used for special services; and third, by setting up a network
of people acro the countryteachers and administrators and researcherswhose
professional lives were focused on improving education for disadvantaged children.

Changing the priorities of the educational system is a major achievement, espe-
cially for a program whose $2.5 billion accounts for less than 5 percent of the funds
that school districts spend in elementary and secondary education each year. That .

is immense leverage for a relatively small national investment and surely enough to
require calling the program a success. 4
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ME EFFECTIVENESS OF COMPENSATORY INSTRUCTION

If title I can be judged. ik "reasonable success, the next question is whether the ..
program is as good as it can.be. Here is where the standard "evaluation" studies of
children's achievement rates are useful. Thobe studies make two things clear: first,
that compensatory education services provided through title I can pay off in sub-
stantial increases in children's achievement gains; but tacond, that we do not it
present know how to close the whole gap betWeen the a:-. ievement levels of advan-
taged and disadvantaged students. .

.Tharesulta of USOE's Sustaining Effects Study, a multiyear study` of the aChieve-
ment gains of thousands of students, indicate that during the school year compensa
tory education students are 'now learning at the rates expected for children of their
ages. Other studies, directed by Joy Prechtling at NIE, have recently shown that
educators have learned a great deal about how to teach elementary reading and

instructionmathematics to disadvantaged children. When elementary basic skills ia
well organized . and intelligently delivered, disadvantaged ,children do very well
indeed. A recent Study. examined, the growth in reading and mathematics achieve-
ment of children in several hundred compensatory education classrooms, and found
that disadvantaged children learned at leaat as fast as the national norm- for
children of their age: The children in the sample were not in special lahoratories,
but in normal title I classrooms.. Teaching methods varied enormously, and none
provide to h markedly more effective than the others. The crucial, fact about
successful, 'le- srooms was that they had stable and well-implemented instructional
programs. The implication is clear: trisadvantaged children can benefit from any of
hundreds of kinds of teaching methods. The services need not be particularlY fancy
or innovative but they must be delivered with forethought and care. ,

Though compensatory students learn from instruction ;at the rates
expected of the national n the are generally not catching up with more
advantaged children. Compensate cation students start out behind the average
children of their agethat is w they are given compensatory education in the
first' place.' To catch up to average achievement levels, compensatory education
students must grow faster than their peers: At present. we are not able to make that
ha pen. , .

her, compensatory education is unable to keep disadvantaged students froni
falling behind their peers: during the summer months. During the summer, advan-
taged students' skills continue growing at about the rate attained in the school year.
Compensatory education students generally .neither gain new skills nor forget the
ones they learned previously..The result is that compensatory education students
"drop off' the pace of learning attained by other children of similar age.

Mr. Chairman, I have written a detailed paper on the. and importance of
summer drop off. I would like to submit that paper for the record, and conclude my
testimony with some general comments about that phenomenon.

As we learn more about summer dropoff, we may discover the limits of the ability
' of public programs to overcome the achievement problems of disadvantaged chil-
t dren. Evidence, from 'the most positive recent studies indicate that disadvantaged .,
children make achieve t gains only when they are receiving formal instruction.
Unlike other children, ,y do not gain a "momentum from their school-year
experiences to carry' t m is 'ugh the summer. Continual exposure to instruction is
therefore very importan , ^ he that is not possible, either because of lack of funds
or because the children the ...:, yes, need relief from the regimen of schooling, the
children apparently stop le g. Public programs may therefore be unable to
overcome the problem of s is mer dropoff entirely. Until we understand how.
summer dropoff. occurs, it will , impossible, to know how, or whether, it can be
combatted. .,

The moat plausible.exp anations for the phenomenon concern either the children's
nonschool environment or their own personal aptitudes for learning. One possible
explanation is that the nonschool environment .of disadvantaged children is not
,conducive to learning, Le:, that unlike more advantaged children they are ,not

. 'Stimulated to practice their reading and mathematics skills at' home or at _play. A
second possible e, lanation is that low-achieving children have high thresholds for
responding -;ta: etnic information: Intense formal instruction can get through to.'
them, but other ess.,intense learning situations cannot. %, .

Neither ,,,,explanation appears to fit all the facts. For example, Ingh-achieving
children histitle I schools apparently do,not suffer a Sumner 'dropoff: Those children
live in the same' neighborhood and thus experience much the same out-of-school
environment, as the students whose academic skills do not grow during the-summer.
It seems. clear, however, that the explanation for summer dropoff 'Hee somewhere
outside the children's schooling experience.
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Developing. an understanding of summer dropoff will require a mode of research
that social sczentists have come to label as dangerous. An examination of children's
habits, attitudes, home environments, and use of leisure time will expose research-
ers to the accusation that they are trying to bjame the deficiencies of the education-
al system on the victims of inadequate schooling. Such research is, however, the
only way to understand the summer dropoff problem. Without it we can neither
understand the limits of public programs or maximize the effectiveness of compen-
satory instruction. If we do not pursue these questions, only the children stand to

Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you very much. I have a number of ques-.

tions (or you
However; the Chair would like to comment on something which ,-

has caused nie concern. Heretefore, our school's have been over-
crowded, although with the end of the baby boom I saw a golden,
opportunity for us to begin to make Our public schools effective
institutions. My disappointment stems from the fact that,.although
this golden ,opportunity is presented to us, it is: presented in a
climate of.Proposition 13 mentality; in a climate where cities are
failing to approve school bond issues; and in the presence of white
flight from the citiexPand public Schools.

I'feel that once again America has missed a very good opportuni-
ty to effectively direct our public schools. Instead of building up
support services, we -Are disniissing paraprofessionals :incl. counsel-
ors and other profeiraionals. I want the record, to reflect my disaP-
pointment over this development, but I suppose this can be expect- ,

'warships,
in a society in which we, have a great deal of. pride over nuclear,

warships, and. apparently very little concern or' diminished concern
'over the well -being of our children.

Mr. Hill, my questions are about the, loss of benefits after a
certain grade' level- is reached. There are those who argue that
after the fifth, sixth, or seventh grade, the compensatory programs,
do not continue to reflect themselves in 'a significant. fashion.

Also, I want to spend some time- addressing the NIE comps
tory programs. As you may or may not be aware, there has bnes;
some controversy abotit these programs.

Dr. Thu. I did not know about that.
Mr. MrrcHELL. Well, I will not press you on that issue. ,

. I would like for you to to about targeting to benefitihe
larger populations. You indicated that a 50-percent increase would
reach more children who are in need. I am interested in the
structure necessary to abhieve a higher level of educational
achievement.

Dr. Tougrr. The first questxon was whether blacks were being
steered toward 2-year colleges: I think there is,soine evidence, but I
believe it is a general trend. The institute is in tie process of doing
a comprehensive review and analysis, and we have been coming up
with some interesting and startling findings. It must be said at the
outset that I think society gen,rally is pushing more and more
students toward 2-year colleges' eCauSe they are more economical.
I participated in a study as a member of the Carnegie commission
to recommend students to 2-year colleges! on the, theorithere are
five factOrs involved: Race, geography, income, educational back-
ground, and training.

In response to the geography component of our analysis, we
recommended creating colleges contiguous to population concentra-

!,
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tions. This is one of the major factors behind the explosion in the
creation of community colleges. The idea was, you would put a
community college within commuting range to practically all the
students. That has had a great deal to do with the increase fir
college enrollment. Over 50 percent of black students go to 2-year
colleges, but more .than 43 percent of, whites are going to them,
also. They are cheaper and closer since one can still live at honie
and go to them. Blacks being poor, naturally they are going to
them in large numbers.

I must say .I have had great reservations as to this development.
I have suggested to our staff to examine the hypothesis the extent
to which it is important for disadvantaged students to have a
residential college experience.

Most community colleges are. nonresidential, and I think where
you need an enviroinment .and complete support system for stu-
dents going to college, they probably will advance better and more
quickly in such a setting; -and. I Ahink a number of these institu-
tions will not serve blacks well.

My answer is, there is some evidence of steering, although I will
not say all of it, is race, in terms of the data. I have charged there
is a certain tracking in it, but it may be just the unintended
consequences of certain demographic factors.

Mr. MITCHELL. May I interrupt you for just a .moment to advise
the other two gentlemen that although the questions were ad-
dressed to each member of the panel, please feel free to comment

_ or make observations on any of the questions that you may desire.
Dr. TOLLETT. On the question of dropout rate, there really has

not been a substantial increase in the dropout rate, unless you
might say it is a statistical quirk that would flow from the fact,that,
larger numbers of blacks are going into community colleges, and
the dropout, rate in those 'community colleges is much higher.

The report that we are issuing tomorrow does note an interesting
dropout development, that is, a spurt in the rate of dropout of
black females. We have done some speculating why there has been
a certain sudden increase in the dropout rate of black females in
college. We have reached no defmitive conclusions about it.

Our studies show that the basic educational opportunity grant.
program, the work-study program, and to a More limited extent the
loan program have all contributed not only to the access 'of blacks
to higher, ,education, but their distribution and persistence, This, is
not to say that blacks do not drop out, at larger rates than whites.
We continue to do this, but it seems to be correlated with income.
So much is correlated with income, and although I am not really
disagreeing with, my good friend and colleague Ronald Edmonds on
that; I. do think the studies about the relationship between income
and achievement, whether it be test scores, attendance, or persist-
ence,_ it does clearly indicate--they do clearly indicate the funla-
mental importance of employment.

If you were to ask me what is the one thing you could do to,
improve blacks in elementary, secondary schools, college, I would
say to get full employment. I think that is the cornerstone of all
policy, and I think we can' correlate almost everywhere you want to
characterize the pathology of blacks with employment.



Dr. EDMONDS.- We do not disagree on, the observation as to family.
What I was talking about was more basic schooling. Before he goes
on I want to fully endorse what he said. You asked me some
questions about these matters. I am going to say I think the Con-
gress should pay a different, kind of attention to families than it
does to strategies for school reform. But what Dr. Tollett has said
is what r would say. The single thing with respect to schooling and
the whole context of social service and all the rest, the one thing I
would strongly recommend is if this country could have full em-
ployment, then there are staggering problems that would go away,
independent of the way the schools,would behave. So I enthusiasti-

.. cally endorse remarks in that regard.
Dr. Tousrr. In crime, delinquency
Dr. EDMONDS. Well, everything would get better.
Dr. Tourrr. I am sorry to get on that. This is a society: whose

humanity is directed toward a success-oriented society.. A society
not providing employment for teenagerf3 is saying you are less than
human. It leads to despair, privatism, and what-,-have you. This
society is writing, off a whole society of black teenagers while it is-
trying, to enforce human. rights in other places.

Mr. MrrcHm. I was unclear as to how you addressed the dro
out rates. I assume your remarks were with reference to the f
to complete an undergraduate program.

Dr. Touurr. Right.
Mr. Mrramix. As such, there was the other problem of the

!dropout rate which you cited in your testimony.
Dr. Tomurr. The financial difficulty the black community has

experienced around that 'period moving into the recession., The
family income it seems to me relates to, as I was saying, a whole
series of problems. I would say the increase in dropout rate in high
school is probably correlated with financial difficulties and further
deterioratioh of the ghetto.

There is a further. paradox. Some had thought with employment
opportunities this would increase a certain sector of students who
drop out in that they could make a living early, and since they
cannot make a living immediately, they stay in school. I do not
know how much merit is in that.1 raise the question,because it is
something I think deserves research and attention. I would restate
the proposition I made earlier that I am sure, overall, the impact of
increased employment would be positive not only in access, aistri-
bution, and persistence in higher education; but in reducing the
dropout rate in high school. In other words, I am saying the cause-
is primarily family income.

Mr. 1VIrrcHELL. May ask one other question? I am going back to
the 2-year community college programs.

Do you have any evidence to suggest that the returns for particuz
lar professions, nursing and other professions, are significantly
different between the community, college program and the regular

ti-year program?.
Dr. Tommrr. No. Although there is aggregate data Which would

suggest you get a higher return on college attendance when you go
to the more prestigious schools. There seems to be some connection
there. One of the startling developmentewe are makingI am glad
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you asked *this questionthere are some very good returns on 2-
year degrees in medical services, medical teclinology, but surpris-
ingly; although there are a large number of blacks in community
colleges )' they are not in all of these prekranis that have the best
return, and although we say these are totally on-access institu-
tions, which means anyone can enter them, but they are not totally

colleg
open as to the programs within them. Thert ;T

We were startled
to be some

tracking of :blacks within the community
by this findingsand we are pu.rsuingit Closely.

What it suggests is that there are great opportunities iii the
community colleges in the technical fields, but we have to 'make
sure a representative number of blacks and the poor are going into
,those technical fields such as a dental technician. They get paid
well.

Mr. Mrrviim. Thank you very much. Dr. Edmonds.
Dr. EOMO/pS. The first question ,yob. asked me had to .do with

compensatory education effectiveriessA would fully endorse Van].
Hills analysis on page 4 if he' added the word "more" in front of
"seriously." .'

While there are probably, more school districts that take teaching
the disadvantaged more seriously because of the Federal presence,
I do not think it is categorically accurate to say the Federal Gov-
ernment has been as pervasively successful in that regard as that
statement suggests.

My own response to compensatory education is first it is a very
valuable instructional resource when it is conaidered as one.-of a
number of instructional strategies and school. designs that the deci-
Sionmaker considersin responding to the general problem of teaCh-
ing Children who do.least Well and existing arrangements.

When, compensatory educar on taken., as the overall strategy
and it is the summary respo to children not doing well in
school, then in that event, compensatory education becomes a part
Of the problem. By way of illusteation, the critical issue in my view
is how carefully do local school peopl&Viagnose pupil eligibility for
compensatory education...Vy own view is that very dramatic num,
hers. of children are now participating in compensatory education
that should not do so, not 'because there is no individual gain to be
had, but because what the school is doing, willy-nilly assigning
children not doing so well or who are poor, that is a way of
avoiding the intervention in thelife of the school. , ,

In that context we' are far less careful than. we should be in
allowing compensatory education to be used afi ainibatitute for
more general school reforin.

The question' of a separate Department of Education, I have to
defer to you with this caveat: If the creation, of a separate Depart-
ment of 'Education signaled-that the Congress was shifting its
attention . to the interaction between family background and
achievement and if the Cengress meant by creating a separate.
Department of Education that it was going to focus its attention
more closely on education as an exercise, in social service and stop
the congressional discourse on interaction, betWeen schooling and
families which confounds these things, then' I,. would say all to the
good. I would say for political reasons that night be a vahiable
thing to do, for substantive reasons it might be a good thing to do,



but in my .view its value in moving that way depends on the
context in which it occurs; that it is bound up in my`' last question
as to what the lawmaker can do.

Creating a separate Department of Education might be one of
the things a, lawniaker can do if doing it lawmakers were
moving` to alter the national: discourse in our society on basic
schooling, its origin, characteristics, and the like. I cannot empha-
size the extent to which the atmosphere in the public discourse is
poisoned by Observations and analyses such as are to be found in
the Conventional analySis in Coleman's work and Jencks Inequal-
ity. In my view the Congress could perform no better service than
to raise the level of our consideration on these matters. By that I
mean as things presently stand, all our prinCipal instruments of
mass InteLlectual perception, inaitate the conventional wiadom to
which I refer. Time magazine, the New York Times, and the Wash-
ington ,Post, at their most liberal do not suggest there is. anything
fundamentally wrong with "Inequality's" analysis, of schooling and
family in the United States. And until they do, I think we will
continue to be plagued by the difficulty that this basic distortion Of
the reality of fundamental schooling represents.

I agree again with. Dr. Hill, I do not believe it profits us to see
the Congress move willy-nilly to increase the level of Federal sup-
port for American schooling. ',think it profits, us to see a more
fastidious analysis of the instructional Confiequences of present pro-
grans. I think it is the best strategy now and the one lavvniakers
can in my judgment play a greater role than any other body of
Opinionmakers, is that they can start us down the road of at least

, having a far.more serious' public.discourse on alternative perspec-' i.vesthan currently the case.
Dr. Touzrr. May I comments on that? .

Mr. Mumma,. Yes.
Dr. ToLwrr. I haVe great reservation, in part growing out of a

slight difference of opinion regarding what 'should: be going on in
our society. If youlook at the educational systems across the world,
in Europe specifically, where you have a central educational,

, agency, you will find they have probably not matched America in
the egalitarianism. And some of your universities, at Yale, have .

done studies on how higher education operates in other countries1,.
and here. And thoSe countries, as they try, to democratize them.'
more, are trying to emulate the American system. ,

As I told someone not long ago, I would be happy to have a
Department of Education that was giving some centralization to
education in this country, if it would adopt completely my views. I
am not sure it will do that, and since it will not, I am not exc.
about this. In fact, Coleman was at the Department of Education at
the time of the study. I am not sure creating a Department of
Education will give us a more enlightened view at all A certain
majority of , social scientists seem to be expressing views such as
that of Coleman.

I am not sure efficiency in the educational enterprise is not what
is wanted: It is a social interdevelopmental operation. Obviously,
what is behind developing a' Department of Education is a tidying
up of organization. This isP understanflable, but I am not mire it is
good. What creates a great problem nn social science and analysis



of problems in this country, and Dr. Edmonds has already referred
to that when he talked about social scientists have no more exper-.
tise than politicians, in fact probably less, because we are talking
about values, and politicians are our Value experts. But that
what is at stake. - <

.
Mathematical' models doininating research today can t,eli you the.

number and cost of Much; but the meaning and value of little..FOr
that reason a member of the school board or Congress knowMore
about what they are talking about than the social scientistsSith -°
their regression analYsis and all that,...which' can prove almost
anything. .

What I am saying, a move to tidy up and make efficient may not
serve the values of this country, and .a certain competition may be

This is my perceptional view. I am very skeptical of wheth-
er a Department of Education will bring any good.

Dr. EDMONDS. I do have an example of what my interest focuses .
on.

Ten years ago in the United States among socia, workers conven-.',
tional wisdom said theil;=<-Vere certain categorie of children who'

. were unadoptable. Ten yeara ago children over 6 months old of any
color at all, anything less than what ' the piofession Called "Mtie-
ribbon babies," were defined by the profession as "first, "hard to
place," but second, and more importantly, there were whole classes
of children who were defined as "unadoptable."

In my judginent that was for 'two reasons. It had to do first with
the fact that adoption' in the "United States is a service which is
intended to help people who do not or cannot have childr,en, more
than it is intended to help children who need parents. Thatmakes
a big difference in the Way you approach the phenomenon.

But the second general myth' was that black people would not
adopt children even if the profession reformed in a-way that gave
them an opportunity to do so. .

In the discourse of these professions, that cannot:be talked about
in that way anymore. They now refer to the hard place as being
children who are mongoloid idiots or who have phyaital disabilities
far more disabling than those mentioned, before. In other words
"har to place" and "unadoptable" have come to be far more
realist ally descriptive. ,

What Want us to do in our society ij to not repudiate 'the role of
the famil Ain schooling" but to get a more accurate sense of the
influence he family does have. The. role of the family -is least
-critical in the early yetars of pupil acquisition of basic school skills.

Obviously, when you get to, the upper reaChes of cognition and
achievement, the' "family becomes a more iniportant variable. The
problem With talking about it is that at the moment we assume the
family is as important 'to achievenient in the second grade as it is
iri the 12th grade. .

-1-WOuld like<ms,,.tO, Make the progress in this regard that we have
in the matter of adoption.

Mr. MrrcBEu.. Mr. 'Hill; haVe you any comments as to the,De-
partment of Education? .

Dr. HILL. No; when you first mentioned the NIE study, I said I
Was not aware of ita controversy.



The first question yokv asked was the loss- of benefits after a
certain grade level. I do not think that is a necessary phenomenon..
That is, there is some evidente.now that above grade 7, compensa-
tory instruction is different in design as delivered in the primary
grades. It can be- effective for children who are below grade level.
There is a problem, definitely, that the kinds of instruction re-
quired above fourth grade are very different than the kinds
quired before.

As a result of title I and Headstart and analogous practices, we
have made an immense investment in learning about how to teach
the tiny atomistic skills which pile tip finally to allow a child to
read what is on a page. We leave not made the progress for higher
levels of reading, but we have gone far enough that compensatory
instruction in higher grade-levels can have an effect.

I referyou to a report by the Stanford Research Institute pub-
lished last year. Mi. Chairman, I cannot find the title of it in my
head, but I will be- glad to send it to the committee staff which
provided effectiveness evaluation for compensatory instruction
alnie the seventh grade level.
'The second, question to me was the question of the NIB study,

and I would be glad to entertain any details you have.
Mr. MrrcuzrL, Maybe the word controversy was too strong. Let

me say, there are some questions which have been raised about it.
For example? the report doeS not contain analysis Of regiOnal devi-1
ation; and a second criticism that has been raised is that there' are
too few,tomparisions of urban,"suburban, or rural 'districts.

Now, I must confess I am not totally familiar with the report.
These are some of the criticisms which have been raised. Would
you,care to respond to them?

Dr. HILL. I am afraid we 'are in the realm of too few and too
many, not enough and, just right.

The reports on compensatory education services that appeared in
twO.NIE reporta to Congress, one an interim report in December
1976, and another one entitled, Compensatory Bdudation Services,
submitted to Congress in July 1977, provided national ,average
distributions 'of kinds of - services delivered to Compensatory edr.__1-
tion.students andto the degree the data would bear themana-
lyzed the differences among richer and poorer, smaller and 'larger,
places.. '

Basically, the size,. of the'study perhaps did not permit the level
of detail 'that you 'its a Congressman from one district might want.
It was a national picture. I can only say that anyone who wishes
there were a more detailed breakdown on 'a particular variable
ought to call NIE' and ask them if they can do It

Dr. Totaxtr:.,Mr. Chairman, several remarks there cause me
want, to make', a couple of comments on the faMily funding and
evaluation. Mgybe I will start with evaluation, because of what Mr.
Hill just said,, because we think about the phenomenon in the-gate
sixties and early seventies, which I think is still going on, although
maybe not quite as -bad now as it was then, and that is this
phenomenon of these elaborate reviews and analyses of-reforms, of
the great society, what have you.

'They are very much likethese everuationa of the farmer going
out and' digging. up his potatoes or what have you every morning to
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see how'they are doing, picking it up and holding it in the sun
the very process itself destructive of what is really trying to be
done.

I do not think there has been a fair analysis and evaluation of
many of these programs because they are dealing with human
beings and, necessarily it takes time in a developmental process
like this for the impact of these things to take effect.' In fact, we
are now seeing, and you just alluded to this, that compensatory
education has worked much better than the early evaluations indi-
cated. I think part of the problem was the digging up of the plants
each morning and looking at them.

We know even in physics, the Eisenberg principle alludes to the
fact that the very study of a phenqmenon changes it This is the
reason you,.cannot ever locate the time and position of an atomic.
particle; this inescapable indeterminacy in physics I am sure is
compounded, increased when we are dealing with things-as diffi-
cult to .encapsulate as the human psyche and emotion and feeling,
and interactions.

Now, the family:. I am not sure the Federal Government should
be bothering itself. about the family. But if it is, I would, suggest
and here it makes a difference, in 'emphasisthat programs should
be developed to strengthen it, if there is the wisdom to do it.- Since
I am afraid there is not any wisdom to do it, you may need to leave
it alone. But there is a tendency to take an either/or position.

I think the family is almost as important as almost everyone
says it is, but that does not mean that you cannot have interven-
tions. In fact, I am of the opinion the social sciences is going to find
that the family is more important, not less important as we go
along, in dealing with the problems in our society today, the de-
struction of marriage and so forth; the level of women in the work
force is going to 'require a reexamination of the family because I
think it is an essential institution in our culture. think it is
extremely important "and I think it shapes individuals early, but
with intervention you can mollify them. What I am trying to say is,
it 'is important but you can still make interventions to overcome
difficulties growing out of family disorganization.

Funding, I definitely disagree with both of my colleagues here. I
think that the level of funding in higher education shOuld be
increased for two reasons, and X think in elementary and secondary
education, although I do not know as much about that. If for no
other reasons, where. you put the funds suggests where society
things are important.

I could not agree more with your statement about-nuclear carri-
ers. The question is: Is the business of this country making weap-
ons of Or is it creating 'a situation in which children
can be nurtured and educated? So that I would increase the level of
funding.

We knovi that when it comes to basic educational opportunity
grants, .1 tried to answer one of your qUestions--maYbe I did by

obstacle
we need full, funding there because the biggest

obstacle to blacks and poor to getting an education is funds, family
irtcome. So that if BEOG program is fully funded, if work-study
expanded, we will improve their particip ion.
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, Congress hag been.on target here. It may not be funding enough
but it certainly has set the right program and. policy. It has ex-
paiided educational opportunities substantially in this country as a
result of its basic educational .opportunity grant programs and
work-study program, and it, should, continue.

So I would opt for expanding the funding of those' pograms.. I
would recommend increasing the funds of title III regarding devel-
oping institutions.;: Since I mentioned that, I take a different posi-
tion from some. r think title III- was primai;ily designed.for blacks
and we should openly say it'.

The. reason I say that, I hasten to add, in this august office
building of Congress is that if you look at the 13th, 14th, and 15th

t ey. were responding to
amendments, if you engage in a structural' you will see
hose amendments were not color-blind;
the 'situation of blacks; the 13th amendment freed .them, the 14th
made them citizens, provided, equal protection; the 15th tried to
guarantee them as freed 'men the right to vote. The 1866 Civil
Rights Act was trying, at the Reconstruction, to undo the mischief' .

of the black codes of the Confederacy; that and the anti-Ku Klux
lilaa.--Act, and I could go on and on. All of thiSflegislation, all of
the amendments were responding to. the situation of black folks.

Since we' are still dealing with the vestiges of slavery, which
particularly the 13th amendment was trying to deal. with, that
gives Congress the power today to be race-specific, and deal with
other minority groups similarly situated.

I end on this legal point by referring to Justice Miller and the
Slaugtherhouse cases, which was the first interpretation of the
14th amendment, for that matter. He said he doubted ever in the
history of the country that the equal protection clause and ,other,
provisions adopted at the Reconstruction would ,be applied except
for the benefit of the slaves, the freedom for whom they were
obviously adopted.

Mr. . I concur with your analypis of title III. The clear
intent of the Congress was to help black institutions; for political
reasons that has become obscured. I am convinced that we now
have-bureaucrats over in the Department of Education, in HEW,
undermining the original intent and thrust, of the program, which
was to support the historic black, institutions in their development.,

Enmorms. Since my colleague raises the question of funding
and the question of law, as it relates to these matters, I just want to
make two quick comments which are a basis of our modest dis-
agreement. .

The first is that in My own view the law has -a very, limited' role
in school reform°, it has a significant role, but it has a very lithited
role. That is the law taken as a whole, in my judgment, is valuable
only insofar as the Federal judiciary represents an opportunity for
disenfranchised 'parents to subvert. an' otherwise intractable politi-
cal_process.

The problem that the law represents in school reform is that
when the law is treated as though it can do something other than
create the opportunity for local parents to do what local politics
otherwise keep them from doing, then the law goes too far and it,
becomes, as compensatory education can, a part of. the problem'
instead of a part of the solution.
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o The question of funding though is even more particular for my
purposes in school reform. Effective schools are not for sale. I think
the research literature does make that fairly clear. There is no.
Substantial interaction between achievement and per pupil expend-
iture unless we are talking about extremes of per pupil expendi-'

, ture. .10
The problem, in my judgment, with support .,

for public schooling goes back to something that Paul Hill said, and
that is that if the funds get any more general than they are now,
then I think the Federal leverage dissipates and is 1(34. I .

ThO second problem is, that in some respects the money ot is
almbsit too big, because the bigger .the money pot is, then the rger ..

the sums of discretionary money over which local-school of ciala',.y ..

have control. The existence of discretionary suma7of uncommitted. "
moneys creates a community of vested interests that come to repre- ,;''

sent a very forMidable obstacle to school reform and change of any ...

kind.
.

What I am suggesting is that in many respects it IS easier to
achieve school reforin when :the sums' of money. under discusEiion
are roughly analogous to what you need tos.do. the job, and the
arguinent has to be how to use, it and not the. Movement of large
sums of money that exist independent of the basic per pupil re-
quirement. I think that is a volatile thing to talk about; it is a
politically touchy thing to talk about, because obviously people in
public service do not want to go around suggesting they, do' not
need more money. They certainly need what they have.. But 'in

many respects I think it would be misleading of,me to suggest that ;..

any substantial increase in per pupil expenditure in urban schools ,
would be, an. effective way to talk about improyements for the
children that we are interested iri:

We can get much more for the money that wei are spending than
is presently the case, and I could endorse a 5-percent increase; I
could endorse a 7-pertent increase; I have to repeat that I could
not, I would not recommend a 50-percent increase.

Mr. MrreUELL. Gentlemen, I could be here forever; this has been

a fascinating discuPsion for the. But I am afraid I must stop at this
pOint., There are additional 9uestions and I' would ask that you
please respond if we send those additional questions to you.

I want to thank you This has been a very rare opportunity for
me as a Member of the House. of Representatives, rare in the sense
that I learned in a hearing, I learned a great deal this morning and
I am genuinely appreciative- of you contribution to my own indi-;

vidual learning process. Of course -that will be shared with other
members of the task force when' the fuial,transcript of the hearing .'.',

is prepared. .

Again, thank you, thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:42 a.m., the task, force adjourned.] ':


